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We sometimes fool ourselves into believing that
we have taught pupils how to write. I used to
think I taught writing when I read a chapter of a
novel or a short story with a class, discussed it,
and then asked them to write the next bit of the
story. All that talking about character, plot, mood
and setting – I deluded myself that I was teaching
my pupils to write. ‘Why do you think the writer
used this word?’ I would say, or ‘How does the
writer build the tension at this point?’ Then, with
the utmost predictability, I’d say something along
the lines of ‘You could try that in your writing. Do
what he does.’

There. Job done. I’d taught my pupils a useful
lesson in how to write.

Except, of course, that I hadn’t. If I’d taught
them anything (which looking back on the first
half of my career now seems increasingly
unlikely), it was about reading. It was
comprehension work through discussion rather
than dreary exercise but, however lively the
discussion and probing of the text may have
been, the activity was essentially about reading,
not writing.

So back to the, er, writing board.

Whatever the doomy nay-sayers of the tabloid
press might have us believe, standards of writing
in our schools have improved over the past ten
years. As Richard Andrews points out:

‘The trend has been consistently upward in
writing performance at KS2 since 1997,
from 53% of pupils achieving level 4+ in
1997 to a provisional 67% in 2006 (an
advance of 4% on 2005 results). Since 2003,
writing performance at level 5 has improved
significantly (those attaining a level 5 in
writing between 2003 and 2006 rising from
65% to 75%) whereas reading scores remain
between 65% and 70%, without significant
improvement. Writing performance
continues to improve from KS2 to KS3, and
from KS3 to GCSE, with a significantly better
conversion from KS2 to KS4 than for KS3 
to KS4.’
(Richard Andrews, ‘Shifting writing practice: focusing on the
productive skills to improve quality and standards’, paper 
for the DfES, March 2007)

Rejuvenating writing
by Geoff Barton
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So well done us, hats off to the English
Framework and drinks all round at National
Strategy Headquarters. Except – barman, hold
that G&T – it’s not really good enough. Pupils’
ability to write still lags behind their ability to
read by a significant amount, in fact by around
20%. And if you’re a boy, chances are you’re
doing worse than the girls in your class.

Which, of course, leaves us feeling gloomy and
disempowered. How much more can we actually
do?

It’s worth, therefore, thinking a bit more about
how we do or don’t currently teach writing, being
a bit dispassionate, and focusing in particular on
those teaching strategies that appear to have the
biggest impact on the way pupils write, and
ditching those that don’t. Here are my three
suggestions for what we need to know to teach
writing better.

1. Know how to create a climate for writing
Pupils are fully aware of the unwritten rules.
They know that there is the kind of writing they
are expected to produce in school and then 
there is the real writing that they do at home, 
on MySpace, when MSNing, texting friends and 
so on. 

We owe it to them to ensure that they develop a
secure command of standard English and
understand the principles of appropriateness of
style for different audiences and purposes. We
wouldn’t want them using textese in an exam.
But then, they rarely do. They know that just as
you modify your spoken language according to
who you are talking to, so you modify your
written register according to who you are
addressing.

Nor do we want to dumb down the forms of
writing we teach so that students are being
patronised by middle aged teachers saying things
like ‘Okay, let’s write a text message to the Prime
Minister saying how we’d stop global warming’.

Instead, let’s get back to our English teacher
roots and remind ourselves that one of the joys of
the job is unearthing previously unexplored
texts. We owe it to our pupils to read a wider
range of genres – fiction and non-fiction – and to
get them writing more divergently too. This
might include writing travel articles, recipes, web
pages, blogs, breakfast cereal packaging,
leaflets, opinion pieces, instructions, speeches,

junk mail … and a thousand other text-types
which don’t necessarily fit neatly into the writing
triplets. 

And, while we’re at it, let’s dismantle the old-
fashioned assumption that creative writing has to
mean writing stories and poems – that is, the
tyranny of the literary. There’s no reason that a
speech or leaflet shouldn’t have just as much
creativity.

2. Know when to intervene
Here’s what some of us got wrong in the past. We
spent lots of time on what we thought were
interesting and lively stimulus activities. We’d
discuss, debate, read aloud, hot-seat, watch
video-clips. Some of my writing set-ups were
little short of the circus rolling into town. Then
came the problem: the transition from talking
about writing to actually writing. That’s where we
embarked on a seemingly inevitable path to
pupils producing work that fails to deliver the
kind of verve, element of surprise, and creativity
that I’d hoped for. There was something missing
– some breakdown in the translation from ideas
to generating writing that always left me – and
the pupil herself – disappointed.

And I think we’re now beginning to see what that
was. For a while we deluded ourselves that good
writing was a matter of drafting and redrafting.
We would sometimes set aside whole weeks of
lessons in which pupils superficially tinkered
with their texts, cosmetically crossing out a word
here, correcting a spelling there, but rarely
making any significant changes to the structure
and form of their writing.

Redrafting I now believe is very often a cul-de-
sac. We take pupils down the path of getting their
ideas down on paper in the hopeful knowledge
that they will then endlessly redraft it into a
higher quality piece.

In reality it doesn’t work like this.

The novelist Brian Moore (once described by
Graham Greene as his favourite living author:
both are now dead, but that’s a mere
technicality) said that he would write and rewrite
the opening paragraph of his novels more than
60 times – just the opening paragraphs. If he
could get that right, he said, then the rest of the
novel would flow from it.!

‘Let’s get back to
our English teacher
roots…’

‘Some of my writing
set-ups were little
short of the circus
rolling into town.’
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Precisely: that’s what we now know about
writing. It’s our interventions at the earliest
stages of writing – at the planning and initial
writing stages – that will make the most impact.

So we need to put more of our energy not just
into stimulus activities, but then into getting
students to think how to plan. It really doesn’t
always have to be the ubiquitous spider diagram.
Some planning might involve drawing a diagram,
making lists of key words, writing a sample
sentence. I suggest that it should always involve
working on a tiny portion of the text, polishing it
up, reading it aloud to a partner, being asked to
articulate how you think it works, how you
approached it, the decisions behind it, and the
planning that went into it.

In this way we get nearer to our goal of pupils
seeing themselves as writers. It’s a craftsman
approach, working in small sections, building
confidence, sharing work in progress and –
crucially – seeing the teacher writing.

3. Know which bits of grammar have an
impact on pupils’ writing

To do this, we have to know what good writing
feels like. My view increasingly is that good
writing has a couple of essential characteristics. 

First, it is sensuous: it helps us to see, hear,
smell, and taste what is described. ‘The playing
field at night was really scary’ isn’t good writing.
‘Something shifted in the long grass behind the
rusting goalpost’ is, even though it isn’t using
any vocabulary that a child of eight wouldn’t
know: it’s simply more visual, more alive. And it
doesn’t have to be flashy, regurgitated from a
session with the class Thesaurus; it’s just good,
simple, sensuous writing. 

‘…let’s dismantle the old-
fashioned assumption that
creative writing has to mean
writing stories and poems 

‘It’s a craftsman
approach, working
in small sections…’

Second, good writing uses a variety of sentence
types. Ask your C/D borderline students to
describe their journey to school this morning.
Give them three minutes to write in silence. Then
predict the main words they will have used: ‘I’,
‘and’, ‘but’ and ‘then’. The classic grammatical
characteristic of your ‘key marginals’ is that kind
of writing, with sentences largely characterised
by compound sentences, like this:

I left the house and set off to school and at
the corner I met my friend Craig and he said
‘hi’ and I said ‘hi’.

These pupils write as they talk, pasting thoughts
together with an effortless and tedious use of
simple, over-familiar connectives. We need to
induct them into using (a) a range of different
sentence types, liberating them to use occasional
simple sentences alongside complex sentences
and (b) using a wider range of connectives. That
way we’ll get writing like this:

Another Monday. I knew I would be late. 
The car wouldn’t start and I sensed that 
Dad was pretty close to kicking it. ‘I’ll walk,’ 
I said, but that just made him get madder, as 
if I was questioning his authority. ‘Okay,’ I said, 
‘I won’t walk. I’ll be late instead.’ 

This isn’t Shakespeare, but it is engaging and
readable. It uses a range of sentences. It avoids
the ‘and/but/then’ cliché. 

And for writing argument and instruction, pupils
need to be reminded of connectives beyond their
everyday use: because, however, therefore,
although. Pupils won’t absorb these simply by
having them stuck on noticeboards in their
English classroom. They need to hear them used
and see their teacher modelling them. But there
is no doubt that words like these play a vital part
in raising the overall level of writing to a more
complex level.

So there we are: three rather obvious ideas for
improving the writing our pupils produce:
establishing the climate for writing; knowing
when to intervene; and knowing which bits of
grammar can make an impact. It’s not, of course,
quite as simple and formulaic as this. 

Pupils also need to practise and to see their
teacher writing. And that’s perhaps the most
powerful role we can play as an English teacher
– by reminding pupils that writers aren’t simply
people who sit in detached splendour writing
poems, novels and plays all day. Writers are
working every day in offices, at home, on paper
and on the internet. Real writers work on real
texts, making decisions, making mistakes,
planning, crossing out, and working to deadlines.
Yes, let’s debunk one of the great schooly myths
about writers. Writers are people like you and
people like me. !

Geoff Barton 
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Writing on location
by Paul Munden

was once blackened with slag from the now
closed collieries.

To pursue a more ‘literary’ field trip model, I’d
like to take you to Shandy Hall in Coxwold, North
Yorkshire, the extraordinary house – and now
registered museum – where Laurence Sterne
lived and wrote The Life and Opinions of
Tristram Shandy, Gentleman.

On the first floor, at the top of the stairs at the
eastern end is Eliza’s room. This ‘sweet little
apartment’ room was finished in 1767 by Sterne
in preparation for the day when his friend Eliza
Draper might join him, as fancifully referred to in
his ‘Journal to Eliza’. The room has remained
untouched since the day he wrote about it in June
of that year. Shandy Hall is open to the public but
Eliza’s room is not part of the tour. Very few
people ever get to see it. Last autumn, however,
a number of pupils from Husthwaite School were
treated to a visit in the company of the writer
Lisa Chaney, perhaps best known for her
biography of J M Barrie, Hide and Seek with
Angels.!

I once found myself justifying the writer’s visit by
comparing it to the Geography field trip;
something the department organised as a matter
of course, a crucial way of bringing the subject
fully to life. The analogy still seems a useful one,
but I’d like to give it a new twist. Why not make
a closer comparison and have writers taking
pupils out of the classroom to inspiring
locations, particularly places with a vibrant
literary past?

Why not? There are of course reasons, with the
dreaded ‘risk assessment’ looming large. A poet
in Manchester recently wanted to take pupils 
to the Lowry Centre but this meant going over a
bridge and was therefore deemed too
complicated! In such a bureaucratic climate it’s
amazing that anything adventurous gets to
happen. But writers are a determined bunch,
keen to stretch not only pupils’ sense of what
writing is all about but also their own workshop
practices. So you will still find writers pushing
the boundaries, like poet Katrina Porteous with
pupils on a Durham beach, using words like a
geologist’s tools to discover how the coastline

Coxwold Church
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Lisa introduced the pupils to some of the
physical, atmospheric and narrative connections
we have to the past. The idea was that the 
pupils would create imaginative journals of 
their own, not necessarily connected with 
Eliza, but addressing a historical character 
(most probably a child) of their own imagining.
Shandy Hall presents an intriguing mix of
artefacts, so the attention was not specifically on
the 18th century or indeed the notion of absolute
historical accuracy. The pupils were nevertheless
encouraged to be closely observant of the 
details surrounding them.

The visit was made with additional staff, so pupils
could experience the small spaces of the Hall
without difficulty. It was arranged for each child
to enter Eliza’s room individually, and have their
photograph taken there, unencumbered by any
other contemporary references. During the day
they also visited Coxwold church and the
churchyard where Sterne lies buried. They were
encouraged to explore the names on the
gravestones in order to help create a character
from the past.

The journal idea, in which the pupils’
contemporary selves would correspond with a
character from the past, gave way to two
separate, simpler pieces of writing. In the first,
the pupils wrote a short fictional episode set 
in the past. In the second, they attempted
something autobiographical. Looking at the
exercise books in which they wrote, it is clear
that the visit to Shandy Hall – combined with
Lisa’s commentary – had a striking effect. The
writings contain details drawn directly from the
Hall – the presence of candlelight; a deep,
mysterious well – that are instrumental in making
the imaginative leap into another world. 

Lisa comments: ‘The remarkable, and humbling,
thing I learnt from writing the life of J M Barrie –
and one of the reasons I was keen to come along
and see where we could go with the children –
was this. Barrie’s Peter Pan – simultaneously
with Freud – was the first work of art to show,
that all being well, it’s our imagination (playing
in all senses) that connects the child to our adult
selves. In turn, it’s the imagination that crucially
nourishes our inner adult world, which is
potentially richer and more profound than any
child’s. Barrie understood that without an
imagination intact an adult is in trouble. He knew
also that despite Pan’s gift of immortality, his
tragic flaw was his refusal of adulthood. And one
of the reasons for this was because Pan was
“stuck” in childhood; believing that in order to
accept the challenge of becoming adult he had 
to leave behind his imagination – in other 
words playing.’

‘Play’ is a key word. It is sometimes used in a
derogatory sense, pointing to indulgence. But it’s
through creative play that certain ‘serious’
educational targets can be reached with greatest
ease. Lisa Chaney’s work with Husthwaite School
was part of an ongoing Writers in Schools
Research Programme run by NAWE with the
express aim of demonstrating the tangible
benefits to pupils and to the cultural life of the
schools. Teachers keen to bring writers into their
schools need the strongest possible evidence of
value, as do funders, so we’re undertaking this
major programme (with generous support from
the Paul Hamlyn Foundation) in which a number
of schools throughout England are working with

‘Barrie understood
that without an
imagination intact
an adult is in
trouble.’

‘We want to prove that standards
in reading and writing…
improve as a result of writers
and teachers working together.’

Shandy Hall
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writers every term for the next three years. We
want to prove what anecdotal evidence has told
us for some time – that standards in reading and
writing (let alone confidence, enthusiasm and
creative drive) improve as a result of writers and
teachers working together. We intend to share
the first findings of the programme at our
autumn conference in York and a detailed report
will be published once the project is completed.
Termly updates are featured in our magazine,
Writing in Education.

This Spring term, novelist Rhian Tracey
accompanied pupils from Great Bowden School
to Rockingham Castle, once a popular haunt 
of Charles Dickens. Each pupil created a new
character for Oliver Twist, and wrote a
descriptive piece based on a chosen room within
the castle. Having worked further on both pieces
of writing, they made personal presentations as if
to a film director, aiming to convince the
imaginary Spielberg why their room should be
used in the film, and why their character would
play a crucial part. 

Writers all have their own ‘devices’ to get young
people writing. Sometimes these are exercises
that flex the literary muscles. Sometimes they are
designed to explore or sharpen a particular skill,
such as the use of metaphor or attending to all
five senses. Sometimes all this is at the service of
the curriculum topic of the moment, ‘The
Victorians’ for example. Rhian Tracey’s work at
Rockingham fitted that bill. That’s all well and
good, and writers are increasingly adept at fitting
their own creative priorities to other agendas.
But as teachers you don’t want someone
mimicking your own role. You’re more likely to
be looking for an adventurous partnership within
which new ideas and approaches can be
explored.

What is often asked for is a ‘big name’, and the
reality is that the most popular authors are not
readily available. There are however many less
well known writers who have real skill in
facilitating young people’s own work. Part of
NAWE’s work is in preparing ‘new’ writers to
work in schools and to make sure that teachers

are presented with useful and accurate
information about their particular strengths.
Over the past few years, we’re particularly
pleased to have brought a much greater range of
writers into the picture, writers working in a
variety of genres such as screenwriting, science
writing, travel writing and autobiography. Writers
of non-fiction can be particularly well suited to
working on location. Imagination may be
paramount, but a grasp of how to capture and
communicate fact in an imaginative way is a
highly prized skill in almost every subject area. It
is also noticeable how boys understand the
‘purpose’ of non-fiction writing more readily than
other genres. And no one is left wondering what
to write about.

As for big names, why not let the location take
the strain? How about Keats, Roald Dahl,
Shakespeare – and Sterne? Let the spirit of place
take up that particular ‘top billing’ and give the
contemporary writer license to work his or her
magic in the maestro’s footsteps.

In terms of linking creative writing with literary
study, the combination of heritage site and living
artist represents a special relationship and
opportunity. There are plenty of writers and
venues available – all keen to devise new 
projects and approaches – and NAWE would be 
delighted to help broker more such adventurous
partnerships with schools. !

Paul Munden
Poet and Director of NAWE, the
National Association of Writers in Education. 

For details of NAWE membership, journal,
conferences and other events and resources, 
please visit the NAWE website www.nawe.co.uk.
Writers available for work in schools are listed in
NAWE’s online directory www.artscape.org.uk.

For details of Shandy Hall, please contact the
Curator, Patrick Wildgust,
shandyhall@dial.pipex.com. Other literary homes 
and museums are listed at www.lithouses.org.

‘A grasp of how 
to capture and
communicate fact 
in an imaginative
way is a highly
prized skill.’
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Really reluctant
writers
by Ruth Bamford

‘So far, my experience shows me that
really reluctant writers outnumber really
reluctant readers by about three to one.
Reluctant readers I have almost cracked.
Writing, however, is something else.’ 
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‘Wozza point in writin’
about being shipwrecked
on an ’effing desert
island, Miss?’

When I talk about writing let me say straight away
what I do not mean by writing: I do not mean
copying from the board. With apologies to those
teachers who believe that there is some learning
value to this, I can only say that apart from keeping
students quiet and possibly improving their
handwriting, I can’t see what purpose there is to
this mindless activity. The students who arrive in my
unit from mainstream can’t quite believe that I
don’t want them to copy chunks of writing off the
board. They can’t read it before they copy it, let
alone make sense of their own writing afterwards. 

Nor do I mean handwriting. When assessing the
students on entry I ask them to copy four sentences
in their ‘best’ handwriting. If they can persuade me
that they are capable of writing legibly then I will
never nag them about poor presentation again.
About 90% of my students can actually write
presentably when so challenged. I then just file the
piece of writing as evidence. 

I am also aware that much ‘writing’ is now done on
computers. In addition to their other problems,
many of my students are not computer literate so
this is not really an alternative. You will also notice
that I don’t mention spelling much either. My
students are commonly obsessed with not being
able to spell and so I adopt a softly, softly approach
with this as I am in the business of building self-
esteem.

So finally, unless you have given up by now, what I
am talking about is the ability to pick up a writing
implement and transfer words from the brain to
paper. Let me start with an anecdote. I don’t
remember much of the many INSET days I have sat
through during my life but one brief moment in one

of them does stand out. The leader of the session
asked us to write down the number of occasions in
our out-of-school lives when we needed to write. All
the females on the course scribed busily: greetings
cards, shopping lists, thank you letters and diaries
all sprang easily to mind. One young male teacher
sat resolutely still, not even waving his pen around
like so many reluctant writers seem to do. When
asked for his contribution, he maintained that he
never wrote anything by hand when he was at home
– ever. He texted, he emailed, he had an electronic
personal organiser etc etc. It certainly got us
thinking.

Soon after leaving my job as an HRPLC (‘highly
respected primary literacy coordinator’ for those of
you who did not see the last issue), I found myself
teaching basic skills to unemployed adults for a
spell. I concluded that adults do need to be able to
write in a few circumstances (admittedly not many)
to be able to cope more easily in society. I then
adapted some of these lessons to teach writing
skills in the LSU. Yes, I know that there is a KS3
curriculum, which the students would be accessing
in normal lessons. The trouble is that the students
are with me because they walk out of normal
lessons. ‘Wozza point in writin’ about being
shipwrecked on an ’effing desert island, Miss?’ If
there is a point, then it is beyond the
comprehension of my students. They are, however,
mostly resigned to the idea of growing up. So I have
developed my own methods of encouraging the
really reluctant writers. I could go the whole hog
and, like my male ex-colleague, tell the students
that they will never need to write once they leave
school. Deep at heart, however, I believe that my
students would be happier with better literacy
skills.!
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Write with what? Write on what?
This is one that I brought with me from my HRPLC
days. The power of the gel pen. I know deep down
that handwriting is best done with a Berol fine-liner
roller ball or Parker fountain pen but have decided
in my latter years that life is just too short! Many
reluctant writers will write if allowed their choice of
implement. If this is a gold gel pen does it really
matter? And what is the obsession in schools with
A4 lined paper with a margin and ready-punched
holes? We use A3 or A5 paper, or even, heaven
forbid, coloured paper. We use post-it notes, line
guides, whiteboards and flip-charts. I do draw the
line at writing on the table but may reconsider that
in the future. I write notes on my hand every day,
but that is old age.

What to write?
My students need a reason to do anything in school.
Because I say so, or because the government says
so, always worked when I was an HRPLC. Not any
more. In order to put pen to paper, my students
need to be convinced of the point of doing so. This
was a steep learning curve for someone used to
instant respect! So here are some ideas, none of
them original, but they have worked for me with
some really reluctant writers.

Name, address, date of birth and phone number
It is easy to convince students that they need to be
able to write these, although it is a rare student of
mine who can do it. ‘Spell your name with a capital
letter – if you don’t think you are important, nobody
else will’ is a saying that appeals to them. ‘Even if
you have no intention of applying for a job, you will
need to fill in benefit forms’, is also persuasive. We
practise writing our names in lots of different ways
so we can call it art. It is also a good way to find out
that the addresses and phone numbers we have on
file are not accurate! There are quite a few forms
that I am obliged to complete for various agencies
so I get the students to fill in what they can
themselves. At least every student can write his date
of birth numerically when he leaves me. Many 11-
and 12-year-olds can’t do this when they first arrive
at the unit.

Letter-writing
When I was an HRPLC I once had an inspector ask
why there was no evidence of letter writing in the
school. I said it was because we always posted our
letters! I see no point in writing letters otherwise. At
the end of every term we have a coffee morning and
the students handwrite letters of invitation to their
parents. They moan and groan, but when the
parents get the letters the students realise that it
was a worthwhile exercise. Once a parent even
wrote and posted back a letter of acceptance to the
student at school – that was a good moment. Then
of course we have to address the envelopes, using
the earlier skill. Bingo!

Pupil Voice
This is the current in-word for what I used to call
the problem book in HRPLC days. I introduced it to
avoid having to sort out playtime problems.
Children would write down the problem and I would
promise to read it later. I found that the act of
writing often got the problem out of the child’s
system without any further action. When Kerry-Ann
has thumped Ryan for disrespecting her mum they
will both be required to write a statement for SMT

afterwards. Instead of waiting for management to
come and ask for the statement, I get them to write
their versions in the book immediately after the
event. This serves to calm them down and produces
some of the most fluent writing they will ever
produce in the unit!

Greetings and thank you cards and notes
We place much emphasis in the unit on being more
thoughtful and nicer human beings and so this is 
an ideal writing activity. They think that you address
a card inside with ‘Dear’, thereby confusing it 
with a letter so this is another good teaching 
point. We make our own cards and send them to 
all sorts of people in school. Surely there must 
be ONE member of staff who you could thank 
for something, Ryan? If students have ‘dissed’ 
staff members we encourage them to write notes 
of apology.

Alphabet Power
Most, but not all, of my students can say their
alphabet. Some cannot write it down. Because I use
them so much, I have bulk-printed A4 sheets with
the alphabet down the left hand side. We take any
subject we are studying and find related words
beginning with each letter of the alphabet. Drugs
and alcohol are sure-fire winners, and very
educational for me. We also use A4 exercise books
with alternate plain and lined pages. Each double
page is for one letter of the alphabet and we choose
a subject that the students are interested in. So far
we have done subjects as far-ranging as snakes,
elephants, the World Cup, cars and food. This
encourages independent writing and is self-
differentiating. The least able can just stick a
picture in and write a sentence underneath. Some
students even want to use a dictionary for the x,y,z
words. Result!

Sentences
My students come to me with the idea that a
sentence needs a capital letter and a full stop but
not the idea that it needs to make sense or contain
a verb. Maybe they will never need to write in
sentences, but just maybe the brighter ones will and
I do love teaching ‘real writing’. Subterfuge is
necessary however, because we don’t want to
appear to be doing anything remotely resembling
an ‘English’ lesson. Instead of answering questions
after reading a passage, I get the students to ask the
questions. This catches them off-balance and they
have written questions before they realise it. Most
sentences are actually written as part of PHSE
lessons. I feel happy when … I get mad when … etc.
They will actually write about themselves as long as
you don’t tell them that it’s autobiography. If the
subject could conceivably be alcohol, sex or
nicotine related, then some students can be
persuaded to complete a simple storyboard.

To conclude, I can confess to you that I have had
little or no success with story writing, drafting,
note-taking, reports, recounts, practice tests, or all
the other worthy writing activities that take place in
the average KS3 classroom. Suggestions on post-its
written with gold gel pen please. !

Ruth Bamford
Learning Support Unit manager in a school in
South East England
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In the new climate of creativity and flexibility, I
wonder if the time is right to suggest a return to
being a little more open-ended in our literacy
objectives, particularly in relation to creating
opportunities for writing. Teachers always need
clear aims and, most of the time, specific detailed
objectives are useful, particularly when we are
teaching literacy skills. However, in my opinion
there are occasions when we need to be free to
set very broad objectives so that we can refine
them according to the children’s own thoughts
and ideas. For example, a broad objective might
be that the children write something linked to a
story made up by the whole class. It might be
that the children write alternative endings to the
story but the kind of story they create in the first
place and the opportunities the story might
present for other forms of writing – such as
letters to characters or diaries etc – will be an
unknown. In this situation teachers would have
to create space in their planning for some kinds
of writing without knowing exactly what they
would look like. On the plus side, the children
would have the kind of ownership that usually
leads to high levels of motivation to write. 

Start with drama 
Some drama strategies can provide an excellent
stimulus for creating open-ended contexts for
writing. There are in fact, so many that it’s
difficult to know which to choose. The choice
depends on how much you want to put into the
pot before opening the work out to the children.
In totally open-ended work you would start the
lesson with a drama stimulus, and then look for
relevant areas of learning as the work
progresses. This can be very exciting but also
quite scary. Whatever develops is likely to
present opportunities for language enrichment
but specific opportunities for writing cannot 
be guaranteed.

There is a half way house, still using open-ended
drama, where the teacher provides a more
specific opening or stimulus for a storyline which
then develops according to the children’s own
ideas. Children can write the story they created
as a book for the class library or as a story for
another class. Or they can write in relation to
other aspects of the story such as writing
alternative endings; character diaries; letters to !

Dramatic
openings
for writing
by Larraine Harrison
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‘children would have the kind
of ownership that usually leads
to high levels of motivation…’

or from characters; newspaper reports of events in
the story; documents or other written resources
related to the story; or poems to reflect feelings
associated with the story, to name but a few. There
is obviously potential here for the work to form the
focus of a unit of work around a broad objective
such as writing for audience and purpose. This kind
of work also links to the overall objectives for 
Y1-6, Strand 4: Drama in the Revised Framework,
to create, share and evaluate ideas and
understanding through drama and links to the
Foundation Stage objective, to use language to
imagine and recreate roles and experiences.

What kind of drama is useful for writing? 
Here are four approaches to open-ended drama that
have the potential to accommodate some broad
literacy objectives for writing along with other
areas of learning. 

1) A character with a problem 
Writing opportunities: sequencing events to tell
a story; letters of advice; letters or notes on
behalf of the character; letters from the
character; alternative endings; character
diary entries; written resources to use when
enacting the story. 

Either, the children are invited to watch the
teacher (in role as a character) perform a mime
and/ or monologue, which reveals a problem for
the children to solve. Or the teacher (in role as a
character) approaches the children, asking for
help with a problem. 

Examples:
FS/KS1: An elderly person receives a letter
that appears to make them sad.

The children have to decide what might be in
the letter and some scenarios are explored
along with advice from the children on how
best to cope. 

Similar scenarios: a queen who has everything
material but is still discontent / a giant
suffering from toothache who has never heard
of a dentist/ the mayor whose town is suffering
from a plague of rats/ a farmer suffering
attacks from an iron monster who is eating all
the farm machinery/ the parent needing advice
on how to reassure a four-year-old who is
scared of starting school/ a sad teacher whose
pupils do not want to learn/ a park keeper
concerned about litter. 

KS2: A lonely character who is scared of
someone or something / a teacher concerned
about a pupil who will not speak to peers/ a
parent concerned that their child may be a
bully/ a business owner concerned about why
the business is losing customers/ a protester
trying to save a condemned tree/ a relative 
of a celebrity concerned about the media
pressure. 

2) An object/ documents indicating an
imaginary puzzle or problem 
Writing opportunities: notes to characters;
diary extracts; instructions; newspaper
articles; school reports; poems; story endings;
lists; character profiles; missing persons
information; descriptions; flashbacks. 

Examples
FS/KS1: A letter from a nursery rhyme or
traditional story character asking for help, e.g.
Mary Mary asking for help to plan a new
garden after a storm destroyed the old one;
notes left in the role play area from imaginary
people asking for a response, e.g. how to make
provision in the home corner for the arrival of
a new puppy. 

KS2: An unfinished diary extract leading up to
a catastrophic event such as a volcano
eruption / a carrier bag with a missing
person’s belongings/ an intriguing newspaper
article about a child who stole jewellery from a
parent then took it back/ a poem with an open
interpretation such as Walter de la Mare’s ‘The
Listeners’. 

3) Children create a character or the start of a
storyline from an object or activity based on
their own ideas – the teacher then adds a
problem as the story develops 
Writing opportunities: story mapping and
writing; inscriptions; labels; flashbacks;
plays; poems; written resources for the
drama; E Bay-type descriptions of objects.

Examples: 
KS1: Children are shown a box containing a
few objects such as an old key/ a golden cup/ a
crown/ a cloak/ an old diary or book/ a piece of
jewellery. The children select up to three items
to build a storyline – or pass one object round
to make up information about where the object
was found or how it was last used.

KS2: Children can look at the objects as if they
were in a museum and decide on the story
behind each object.
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Drama tool box to initiate and develop contexts for writing
• Group freeze-frames: groups are given time to produce freeze-frames to

make decisions about what might happen next 
• Freeze–action–freeze: bring a freeze-frame to life for one minute to explore

what might happen next 
• Stay with the moment: one group make a freeze-frame of a specific

moment to allow the class to discuss what the characters might be thinking
and feeling 

• Spotlighting: groups of characters are brought to life for a few moments to
allow the class to listen in to improvised conversations 

• Sculpturing: children select and/or arrange objects and people to
symbolise an abstract emotion or theme – as if it were a sculpture 

• Meet and Greet: pairs of children meet each other to tell each other what
they have found as a result of an expedition

• Teacher-in-role: teacher in role as a character performs a short scenario/
sometimes speaking thoughts aloud, to reveal a problem or asks the
children for help and advice on what to do next. 

• Dramatic play/occupational mime: children role play people with activities
or jobs as part of an imaginary community or group

• Imaginary journey: class are taken by imaginary bus, train, plane, space
ship. wagons etc to explore new lands

• Teacher-in-role as chairperson of a meeting to reveal an issue or problem
• Pass round an object: each child is invited to invent a fact about the object

to make parts of a story 
• The Pathway: pairs of children use their bodies to make a pathway for a

character to walk through – the children speak out loud what the character
is experiencing/seeing as they walk 

• Creating a monster: children stand around the outside of the monster to
decide on its shape and then say what it looks like from where they are
standing- The teacher sits in the middle of the shape and speaks 
to the children as the voice of the monster

• Creating a building: children stand around the edge of an imaginary
building to decide its shape – they may then work in or visit the building to
start the story 

• Make a map: children work in pairs to add features to a plan or map 
to create an imaginary place 

• Historical plaque/ scroll: children make up historical events for an
imaginary community and record on a plaque or fake tapestry 

• Ceremony: children create a ceremony or ritual to commemorate a given
imaginary event using objects to symbolise important aspects

4) Children explore environments during
a drama where they are in role as 
an imaginary community or group on 
an imaginary journey or quest.
Writing opportunities: descriptions; story
settings; diaries; log books; travel journals;
news reports; notes or letters to inhabitants;
scripts for video diaries; radio news reports;
websites.

Drama within the drama 
When children come up with their ideas and
responses to the initial drama stimulus, the teacher
is likely to need more drama strategies to develop
the work to a point where children become
sufficiently engaged to want to write. So teachers
need a kind of tool box of open-ended drama
strategies, that they can dip into where appropriate
in order to move things on. Over the years I have
developed my own drama tool box for open ended
work (see insert). This tool box serves to remind
me that there are some times when we should let
the children get in the driving seat to create their
own stories and other contexts for writing, rather
than the teacher always being in control. !

Larraine Harrison
School Improvement Adviser
Barnsley Learning Services and 
freelance consultant in drama in education

Examples: 
FS/KS1: A journey on a magic carpet where
children explore a new place and bring back
information. 

KS2: A space
journey where
children explore a new place and bring back
observations/ a shipwrecked community
explore a new island. 

Photograph with thanks to Nettleham C of E Junior School
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The Magpie Teacher
on writing

by Julie Blake

The Jane Bown Archive…

‘Her photographs often capture moments 
of great intensity and character, and are
quirky enough to snag at a variety 
of imaginations.’

© Jane Bown 2000
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Writing coursework: students develop an initial
idea of a theme or topic they’d like to write
about, and then play with The Writing Generator,
churning out different combinations of the
categories as ideas for articles. You want to write
about fox hunting (Y-A-A-A-A-W-W-W-N)? Okay,
well how about a eulogy for fox hunting? Or a
feature on fox hunting for an imaginary reader of
the future? Or a sermon on fox hunting? Get
them working together and against each other to
come up with the craziest ideas, and watch as
rich, imaginative and workable ideas gradually
come out of the creative soup. But it’s also useful
in any situation where you want students to write
something in response to a text you have been
working on together. How much more interesting
will the marking be if instead of looking at thirty
Lady Macbeth’s diaries, you’re looking down the
kaleidoscope. It’s not a grand gesture but it’s still
personalised learning.  

Tell Me A Picture
Also lurking in the pile of ‘useful stuff’ under my
feet are dozens of images I’ve used at various
times to stimulate writing. All time faves are the
twenty six images Quentin Blake selected and
curated for an exhibition some years ago at the
National Gallery. These images are now available
in book form, Tell Me A Picture by Quentin
Blake. Check it out on Amazon as it’s got a
‘Search Inside’ option that will let you see the
kind of book it is and read Blake’s introduction.
The long and the short of it is that the exhibition
was A-Z, twenty six painters and paintings, all of
them with a sense of narrative. The exhibition
was hung at a sensible height so that children
could see the paintings and they were invited to
choose one and write a story to go with it. I don’t
have the book any more, but I do have a set of 26
laminated images, a ripped off cover and some
very nice stories. 

‘How much more
interesting… 
if… you’re looking
down the
kaleidoscope.’

I have a problem with the writing triplets. I
understand that they can be useful when children
are learning to write, like stabilisers on a bike,
building confidence and control. Those are
important things, but it is a truth universally
acknowledged in bike riding that the stabilisers
have to come off, sooner rather than later for
most children, if the joyful freedom and
independence of bike riding is to be experienced.
It is understood that there will be a few grazed
knees and tears along the way, but the rewards
outweigh the risks. With writing triplets and
writing the stabilisers can seem permanently
welded to the frame, but if we want young people
to experience the kaleidoscopic beauty and
variety of language in use, we need to be able to
take a spanner to them.

The Writing Generator
Okay, enough already with the welding and
spanners… What I have in front of me is a sheet
of paper, one side photocopied upside down to
the other and slightly wonky on the page, given
to me eons ago by a colleague. It’s called ‘The
Writing Generator’ and it’s taken from a book
called The Craft of Writing by Stephen J Parker
(Paul Chapman, 1993). It’s not an easy book to
get hold of now, and I have no idea what it’s like,
having never quite got round to reading the rest
of the book, but ‘The Writing Generator’ presents
writing as the kaleidoscopic thing it is. 

The first section lists a hundred and five genres
of writing, including confessions, definitions,
euologies, lyrics, and proclamations. Wow! – my
stabilisers are off already. The next section lists
twenty purposes – twenty! – for letters, purposes
such as complaint, invitation, sympathy, and
protest. Twenty-four categories of journalism
that we’re probably all familiar with, and then an
intriguing categorisation of twenty-three types of
audience – oneself, trusted adults, hostile
readerships, and unknown public readerships.
But my favourite bit of all is the list of thirty-five
purposes – to advertise and to announce, to
entertain and to evoke, to hypothesise and to
negotiate, to regulate and to suggest.

I’ve used this generator in all sorts of ways. It’s
been a source of inspiration when I’ve reached
the torment threshold with a particular writing
task, when I can’t read another iteration of it
without the use of electrodes to stimulate me into
some kind of helpful response. It’s been a
developmental tool for A Level English Original

‘...it is a truth universally
acknowledged in bike riding that
the stabilisers have to come off...’
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The Jane Bown Archive
I also love black and white photographs as
starting points for writing, and I’m also resting
my feet on a pile of pages ripped out of the
Observer. They are photographs from the
newspaper’s archive of Jane Bown’s photo-
graphy, from 1949 to the present. You can get an
exhibition book or see the online gallery here
http://observer.guardian.co.uk/review/
page/0,11821,1009693,00.html. Her photo-
graphs often capture moments of great intensity
and character, and are quirky enough to snag at
a variety of imaginations. Choose a central
stimulus or let students choose their own, but
first model how you build a three dimensional
character out of a two dimensional image. Once
you’ve done that, use Pinter’s technique for
starting writing: your character is alone in a
room; someone walks in; who is it and what
happens next? 

Mermaids and Fabulous Beasts
I know, I know, locking a woman in a tank of cold
water smelling of fish and then charging people
to come and gawp at her all day is not exactly a
nice thing to do, but I just can’t help loving the
handbill available on the British Library’s
Learning website that details just this nineteenth
century spectacle. Type ‘mermaid’ into the
search box on www.bl.uk/learning, click on the
Living Mythological Mermaid link, and then click
on ‘enlarge’ to see the full thing. It’s an image of
a woman who is just itching to tell her tale! And
if you like that kind of thing, try also images of
knife throwers and snake charmers available 
by browsing around in the National Fairground
Archive at http://www.nfa.dept.shef.ac.uk/
index.php. And if you want some seriously
freaky stuff it’s back to the British Library and
their freak show gallery: http://www.bl.uk/
learning/cult/bodies/freak/gallery/freakgalle
ry.html. It’s not PC but it might make for some
interesting writing exploring the arguments.

Serendipitous Joy
So, there I was, writing this article and trying to
track down the name of the author of The Craft
of Writing. I did a search in Amazon and
immediately got detained by all the intriguing
looking options it offered me. Second on the 
list was the Beano Comic Writer Kit and as
someone whose career choice was almost
certainly influenced by the antics of the Bash
Street Kids, I couldn’t resist a quick click. For
eight quid I’m guessing you don’t get quite

enough ‘pre-printed background artwork,
characters, speech balloons, titles and more’ for
a whole class but I might get enough inspiration
at the photocopier to have some fun with comic
strips. It also comes in Classic Batman flavour.
I’ve also had great writing fun in the classroom
by tippexing the words out of comic strip
versions of Shakespeare plays and using this as 
a pre-reading activity, with students exploring the
pictures and telling the story they see there in
their own dialogue versions. Obviously just tasty
excerpts, not the whole play! Also works well
with photo love stories, especially for pastiches.
It may seem like a lot of mucking about with the
Tippex bottle for a very tightly constrained
activity, but it’s actually quite challenging and
those constraints can put a spotlight on dialogue
writing. 

And Finally…
Pop songs are often a three minute slice of story
telling perfection. Except that whatever anyone
says, I don’t think they quite work as poems for
reading in the conventional way. I prefer to blow
them up good and proper: into feature articles,
biographies, obituaries, short stories, etc. Try
scarring your students for life with a playlist from
your ipod, maybe exploring the differences
between a pop lyric and a short story or a drama
or whatever genre you’re working on, and
working it up together in a text transformation.
Tracy Chapman? Bob Dylan? Almost certainly not
my students’ choices but some classics for this
purpose. And of course, if you let them bring in
their own choices, you may very well be in for
some committed and engaged writing that goes
far beyond the original stimulus. !

Julie Blake
Freelance writer, educational consultant

‘Try scarring your
students for life
with a playlist from
your ipod…’

‘It’s an image
of a woman
who is just
itching to 
tell her tale!’
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Stories
across
the divide
A cross-phase project creates
an audience and inspiration

by Julie Blyth

Feature: Stories across the board
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I confess to temporarily abandoning the Year 8
scheme of work to embark on this project,
relishing the opportunity to write for a real
audience with purpose! The ‘audience’ was a
group of Year 5 pupils from a local feeder school
and, when the idea of writing stories for junior
school pupils was suggested to my Year 8 English
class, it was greeted with enthusiasm. In fact, this
writing project has proved to be a successful
motivator for pupils in both key stages.

To outline the project: KS3 students create and
craft stories for pupils in KS2, basing a character
in the story on a particular Year 5 child they meet
early in the exercise. The aim is to cultivate
creative writing skills in the older students who –
as ‘cool’ role models – inspire the younger
children and enhance their own enjoyment of
reading.

Pre-writing research for homework included
finding out which types of stories were popular
with 9- and 10-year-olds. This took the form of
internet research and/or discussions with
siblings. The variety of responses from J. K.
Rowling to Jacqueline Wilson, from those who
loved fantasy to those who were only interested
in ‘realism’, reinforced the importance of
meeting the pupils and the personalisation of 
the story.

In the classroom, preparation entailed exploring
different styles of narrative, for example: Michael
Morpurgo’s use of flashback in Private Peaceful;
Roald Dahl’s character description and dialogue in
Danny Champion of the World. We studied the
style of Anthony Horowitz, focusing on his story-
opening technique used to hook the reader and to
build suspense in The Man with the Yellow Face.

Noting that this writing targetted younger pupils,
students tackled ‘transformation of text’, that is
adapting writing for an audience of a different
age group or gender (see also Teachit resources
by Chris Warren). 

By now Year 8s were raring to go! They had a
genuine desire to ‘ hook the reader’ to ‘ build and
create tension’ and they hadn’t even met their
audience yet! So the next task was to brainstorm
ideas for appropriate questions about the ‘main
character’ – interests, pets, favourite books,
names of friends who would appear in the story.
The whiteboard was awash with suggestions and
for homework each student selected a number 
of questions to compile his or her own
questionnaire. The visit to the junior school was
duly arranged and pupils paired up. Where
numbers didn’t match, we offered two Year 8
students the challenge to include two pupils in
one story. With questions at the ready, they gently
encouraged the youngsters to respond and
excited chatter resulted as it dawned on the
younger pupils that they would be the focus of
the stories.

Some offered more challenges than others;
Adam’s partner was ‘really into football’ but
Adam is not an expert so this demanded some
research and he decided to use a Roald Dahl
technique, creating ‘ magic’ goalkeeping gloves.
Inevitably one Year 5 boy ‘hated’ reading so
Tom’s challenge was to inspire him to read and
enjoy a sporting story.

At this point I decided to register the boys as
Reading Champions (see the Literary Trust
website). These older, ‘cool’ boys were role
models, encouraging the younger lads to read,
and should surely be recognised as such.

Back in the classroom the students were given a
date for the return meeting ( this time taking
place at our comprehensive school, giving the
junior pupils an opportunity to visit their
prospective senior school), so now they were
working to a deadline of five weeks, plus the
Christmas holiday. Lesson starters included
revisiting the use of senses, creating atmosphere,
building tension and, of course, that all-
important opening chapter. The project was
theirs and they rose to the challenge. Restricted
access to the computer rooms – to just one
lesson per week – was a constraint, so students
often worked on the story at home and emailed it
to school for use in the lesson. Drafting, reading,
redrafting and editing each other’s work was
encouraged, so peer support and collaborative
writing emerged as a strong feature of lessons. In

the later stages of the project, two sixth formers
assisted by proof reading and supporting
accuracy of punctuation and spelling.

The final touches entailed adding an illustrated
cover and blurb; several students chose to write
the blurb for other’s finished work. A variety of
excellent stories emerged and whilst it is difficult
to do these justice in extracts, developing skills
are evident:

Rosie builds pace and excitement using non-
finite verbs: ‘They were sailing faster now,
skimming the gigantic black waves, rocking
and rolling through the sea, spray splatting
in their faces.’

Martha’s opening hooks the reader: ‘Clenching
her fists, Lucy breathed deeply as the plane
slowly came to a halt.’

Stefan thrilled his reader by depicting Jayden as
a threat to Peter Crouch: ‘Meanwhile on the
other side of town, Peter Crouch threw his
TV control across the gigantic room. Now
Jayden would be a strong contender for the
‘Sports Player of the World’ award. But
Peter wasn’t going to lose without a fight’
and Peter Crouch sets about ‘getting rid’ of
Jayden. An irresistible story for any sports fan!

Adam successfully got to grips with his
goalkeeping gloves: ‘Crawling out from under
his bed, the gloves were like a spider
scurrying across the floor. The gloves were
alive.’

Bessie creates tension in her final paragraph,
‘They ran for their lives down the twirling
path, past the twisted trees and eventually
to the rusty front gate.’

The reading session was a tremendous success.
Year 8 students beamed with pride as they were
congratulated on their stories and told:
‘It makes me want to write my own story...’
‘I would give this book 10 out of 10!’
‘I thought this book was fun and magical. I was
the character and it added to my enjoyment.’
‘It was a really brilliant story.’ 
‘It was amazing!’
‘You are my favourite author.’

Delighted teachers requested that copies of the
stories be sent to the junior school for the class
library and of course the originals will be kept for
prosperity by the blossoming, confident young
writers.

Incidentally, the young boy who ‘hated reading’
said that Tom, his reading buddy, was ‘cool’ 
and he thoroughly enjoyed his story, ‘The Golden
Boots’! !

Julie Blyth
English teacher

With thanks to students and staff at Lincoln
Christ’s Hospital School and St Faiths & 
St Martins Junior School, Lincoln.

‘I confess to … abandoning the
Year 8 scheme of work…’

‘Year 8s
were
raring 
to go!’

‘These older, ‘cool’ boys were
role models…’

‘…a tremendous
success.’
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in ‘realism’, reinforced the importance of
meeting the pupils and the personalisation of 
the story.

In the classroom, preparation entailed exploring
different styles of narrative, for example: Michael
Morpurgo’s use of flashback in Private Peaceful;
Roald Dahl’s character description and dialogue in
Danny Champion of the World. We studied the
style of Anthony Horowitz, focusing on his story-
opening technique used to hook the reader and to
build suspense in The Man with the Yellow Face.

Noting that this writing targetted younger pupils,
students tackled ‘transformation of text’, that is
adapting writing for an audience of a different
age group or gender (see also Teachit resources
by Chris Warren). 

By now Year 8s were raring to go! They had a
genuine desire to ‘ hook the reader’ to ‘ build and
create tension’ and they hadn’t even met their
audience yet! So the next task was to brainstorm
ideas for appropriate questions about the ‘main
character’ – interests, pets, favourite books,
names of friends who would appear in the story.
The whiteboard was awash with suggestions and
for homework each student selected a number 
of questions to compile his or her own
questionnaire. The visit to the junior school was
duly arranged and pupils paired up. Where
numbers didn’t match, we offered two Year 8
students the challenge to include two pupils in
one story. With questions at the ready, they gently
encouraged the youngsters to respond and
excited chatter resulted as it dawned on the
younger pupils that they would be the focus of
the stories.

Some offered more challenges than others;
Adam’s partner was ‘really into football’ but
Adam is not an expert so this demanded some
research and he decided to use a Roald Dahl
technique, creating ‘ magic’ goalkeeping gloves.
Inevitably one Year 5 boy ‘hated’ reading so
Tom’s challenge was to inspire him to read and
enjoy a sporting story.

At this point I decided to register the boys as
Reading Champions (see the Literary Trust
website). These older, ‘cool’ boys were role
models, encouraging the younger lads to read,
and should surely be recognised as such.

Back in the classroom the students were given a
date for the return meeting ( this time taking
place at our comprehensive school, giving the
junior pupils an opportunity to visit their
prospective senior school), so now they were
working to a deadline of five weeks, plus the
Christmas holiday. Lesson starters included
revisiting the use of senses, creating atmosphere,
building tension and, of course, that all-
important opening chapter. The project was
theirs and they rose to the challenge. Restricted
access to the computer rooms – to just one
lesson per week – was a constraint, so students
often worked on the story at home and emailed it
to school for use in the lesson. Drafting, reading,
redrafting and editing each other’s work was
encouraged, so peer support and collaborative
writing emerged as a strong feature of lessons. In

the later stages of the project, two sixth formers
assisted by proof reading and supporting
accuracy of punctuation and spelling.

The final touches entailed adding an illustrated
cover and blurb; several students chose to write
the blurb for other’s finished work. A variety of
excellent stories emerged and whilst it is difficult
to do these justice in extracts, developing skills
are evident:

Rosie builds pace and excitement using non-
finite verbs: ‘They were sailing faster now,
skimming the gigantic black waves, rocking
and rolling through the sea, spray splatting
in their faces.’

Martha’s opening hooks the reader: ‘Clenching
her fists, Lucy breathed deeply as the plane
slowly came to a halt.’

Stefan thrilled his reader by depicting Jayden as
a threat to Peter Crouch: ‘Meanwhile on the
other side of town, Peter Crouch threw his
TV control across the gigantic room. Now
Jayden would be a strong contender for the
‘Sports Player of the World’ award. But
Peter wasn’t going to lose without a fight’
and Peter Crouch sets about ‘getting rid’ of
Jayden. An irresistible story for any sports fan!

Adam successfully got to grips with his
goalkeeping gloves: ‘Crawling out from under
his bed, the gloves were like a spider
scurrying across the floor. The gloves were
alive.’

Bessie creates tension in her final paragraph,
‘They ran for their lives down the twirling
path, past the twisted trees and eventually
to the rusty front gate.’

The reading session was a tremendous success.
Year 8 students beamed with pride as they were
congratulated on their stories and told:
‘It makes me want to write my own story...’
‘I would give this book 10 out of 10!’
‘I thought this book was fun and magical. I was
the character and it added to my enjoyment.’
‘It was a really brilliant story.’ 
‘It was amazing!’
‘You are my favourite author.’

Delighted teachers requested that copies of the
stories be sent to the junior school for the class
library and of course the originals will be kept for
prosperity by the blossoming, confident young
writers.

Incidentally, the young boy who ‘hated reading’
said that Tom, his reading buddy, was ‘cool’ 
and he thoroughly enjoyed his story, ‘The Golden
Boots’! !

Julie Blyth
English teacher

With thanks to students and staff at Lincoln
Christ’s Hospital School and St Faiths & 
St Martins Junior School, Lincoln.

‘I confess to … abandoning the
Year 8 scheme of work…’

‘Year 8s
were
raring 
to go!’

‘These older, ‘cool’ boys were
role models…’

‘…a tremendous
success.’
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Meeting No. 396
The bell rings for end of morning school on the
last day of the summer term, 2007. On one of the
library tables (three tables forming an octagon)
there are a few A5 writing books and some pots
in the centre containing felt tip pens, biros, Pritt
Sticks and scissors. Fanned out around these are
little trimmed copies of the new meeting’s
starter:

Where are you going to,
Knighton?
To take a baby home

Twelve of us. We stick the starter in our books
and prepare to write, the timer set for four
minutes. Simon (Year 7, in charge today) reads
out the words and says: ‘One, two, three,
commence’. We write in silence before the
beeper sounds and then Simon asks members to
title their work and read these out (‘starting with
Charlie and going round through Tia’), after
which he chooses members to invite to read out
their work, and most do. The rest of us listen,
comment and sometimes applaud (Emily’s and
Celia’s are especially popular). Next, as it’s
lunch, we’ve time for the One Minute Dip and the
Alphabet Trek. In a Pot of Words I’ve put two- or
three-word phrases cut from photocopied poems
and folded, phrases like in her teeth, no one
answers, the last thing and pure freedom. For
the One Minute Dip the timer is set for a minute
and someone selects a phrase that members must
write down and use as the beginning of their
piece, before continuing. For the Alphabet Trek,
members have a minute to compose a cryptic
clue to the word we’ve each picked from a
second Pot of Words. I’ve been leafing through
Chambers Dictionary from A to, so far, I. The

words ICE, IDEA, IDIOT, IGNORANT and ILL will
be first in the Pot next term. My own clue for
HOP in this meeting goes:

‘one foot to the same foot
down the street
they think you’re odd
the people you meet’

The bell rings for afternoon school and Sara
takes the biscuit tin round at the end of the club’s
396th and last meeting of the year.

The starter
You act as if you’ve written it yourself, an
interesting idea you’ve had which, in four
minutes and 80–100 words, you are going to
develop.

No candles on the cake? Why?

This starter is dated 21st June in my book, and
I’d continued: ‘Because there’s been a shortage
of bees this year, of course. The flowers have
been crying ...’. What I did, and everybody else
did too, was not just to take on the idea of the
cake without candles but also the peremptory
manner of the questions (and the
announcement). 

White animals, like stones, had laid a
trail behind us.

There’s the starter (lunch, July 9th) but here’s
the rule: ‘WRITE, IN THE SILENCE PROVIDED’.
The point of the meeting, every meeting, was not
primarily the starter but the writing, as
demonstrated every so often by someone cutting
out three words only and sticking these in their

book, or announcing before reading out: ‘I didn’t
use the starter’. Its very dispensability
safeguarded its potency. 

Members used the starter to write themselves
into new cognitive, aesthetic, linguistic and
affective territories. It offered them not just a
situation but a position, not only a scene or a
plot, but also a mood, a manner, a register, a
style. This is the way the gentleman rides,
light-heartedly pompous in tone, lends itself to
repetition and rhyme and evokes memories of
infancy. I shall hold you to me as clouds hold
the moon invites a simile sequence and much
tenderness. Often, starters are paradoxes,
puzzles of some kind requiring a narrative
investigation and solution as with, It was
always a clever ghost, always somewhere
else. My favourite of the year, possibly, is the one
below, a drawing from Japanese Graphics Now
and a single line from a poem:

Rationale
‘Shakespeare knew what interested him, and
preoccupied him, only after he had written it
down.’ (Peter Ackroyd)
‘Writing is what you do not know before it is
written.’ (Helen Cixous)
‘No surprise to author, none to reader.’ (Robert
Frost)
‘I really do think with my pen because my head
often knows nothing about what my hand is
writing.’ (Wittgenstein)

Special needs
In November, used to seeing five or six people
writing and reading out twice a day in the library,

Writers’ club
Dartmouth Community College

by Derek Eales

special needs students suddenly doubled the size
of the group. By the end of the year seven of
these students (in Years 7 and 8) were among the
twenty who had attended most often. It wasn’t
until the middle of December that I realised who
(status-wise) Simon, Wendy, Travis, Kenny, Kath,
Alan, Brian (Year 7) and Sara, Anette, Hilary
(Year 8) actually were: students who had found
writing and reading skills elusive since Reception
class.

I could have guessed because I’d sometimes
glanced through books left on the table, but it
would have made no difference if I had. The
reason I didn’t guess was that these students
were as devoted to the club as everyone else was.
They wrote, they took charge of meetings, they
read out their work and they liked a biscuit at the
end. I had, in fact, thought about particular
needs: my own (did I have something to prove?),
Emily’s (Year 7, advanced vocabulary, superb
performer, friendless in college), Lara’s (Year 11,
being counselled for anger management),
Barry’s (Year 14, day after day – to much
adulation – reading out his work to kids). But if
there weren’t needs there wouldn’t be a club and
that put a quick end to that line of speculation. 

Encountering the names of so many members’
names in the school’s Learning Strategies for
Special Needs Students booklet changed
nothing materially but it did enlarge my idea of
what was going on and, I confess, gave me as
much satisfaction as anything else that occurred
in the year. The meetings were exclusive but only
in the sense that they were so consistently
packed as to deter many students from attending.
If my special need was to find a mixed ability
home in school (and that’s another story) then I
found it here: staff, adult visitors, sixth formers,
Year 11s, KS3 and KS2 students, the gifted, the
failing, the neither: they came, they wrote, they
read out – between lessons.

Equipment
Writing books, felt tips, pens, scissors, Pritt
Sticks, timer, pots, biscuits, various ‘mascots’
and writing books (spiral-bound, plastic-covered
and costing £1-£1.50 from Tesco, Woolworth,
Sainsbury, W.H.Smith, Asda).

These items contributed a great deal to the club’s
impressive stamina. In the ‘Review’ section of
Saturday’s Guardian, over several months
recently, photographs of writers’ studies have
been featured along with writers’ descriptions of
these, their writing place filled with ... pots, pens,
‘mascots’ and memorabilia, shelves full of books,
paper and writing books/pads, waste-paper
basket (Graham Swift, 28.07.07). Early in the
year I tidied up after every meeting but it didn’t
take long before I didn’t and the octagonal table
became permanently claimed by the Writers’
Club, its members’ study.!

‘…Sara
takes the
biscuit tin
round at
the end…’

‘…these
students
were
devoted…’

‘Don’t be
mean, Sir,
…’
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Performance
Sara’s first meeting was the 59th, at break on
October 31st. She was keen to read out but,
stumbling over nearly every word, made a terrible
bodge of it. ‘Read it through beforehand,’ I said,
‘please, you must.’ She read just as badly at lunch,
and the next day, and the next. Before Sara’s
arrival, reading out was fluent and convincing but
now, suddenly and at precisely the moment when
the group was doubling its size, reading out became
a problem. I thought things might fall apart. Not
only had members read their work well but had
enjoyed this part of the meeting especially, both as
performers and as audience. But Sara took three
times as long as anyone else and no one could get
the gist of anything she said anyway. But she didn’t
miss a meeting for the next two months and, by the
summer holidays, had attended 266 times. She was
dedicated. How did the club survive? The week
after Sara’s arrival not only was her reading out
much improved but we were applauding what she
read for its charm and originality. The basic skill 
she was quick to learn was how to write legibly 
(for herself) at speed. Once she could do that she
was able to phrase, emphasise, intonate and inflect
in performance. Thirdly, she mastered the skill of
hearing her work as she wrote it. Everyone did. 
No one started as disastrously as Sara, but few
managed to be, so regularly, quite as adept. When I
told her, ‘Read over your work,’ I disobeyed my own
(secret) rule: don’t advise. ‘Don’t be mean, Sir,’
someone had said, simultaneously confirming the
rightness of the rule and censuring me for 
breaking it.

There was a fourth skill: not reading out,
deselecting oneself at the moment of asking. Tia
and Charlie (Year 7) and Celia (Year 8) declined to
read out as often as they accepted, as I did, though
sometimes because I had my eye on the clock. In
regularly reading out and not reading out these
students demonstrated to the group: modesty,
unselfishness and judgement. 

Every meeting was a publication in itself. As the
early weeks passed I used to lament what I
considered to be ‘lost’ work, as if I were a publisher
hearing good material going down the drain daily.
No one else turned a hair. But one day I wrote a
piece that was very well received by the group and
that was when the penny dropped: you wrote,
people listened, job done. Wider audience? What
for? (Well, sometimes for specific reasons… see
‘Beyond the library table’, below.)

Membership
90 contributors;
396 meetings (average meeting size: 9.65
members);
3821 attendances (103 per week).

Beyond the library table
By Easter the ‘Artists of the Week’ sheet had been
established, an A4 colour photocopied page
featuring the work (a painting and a poem) of two
students produced every week and pinned up in
classrooms. In May ‘The Loop’ arrived, a sequential
collage of school life on screen in the reception
area, creative writing in abundance. In May and
June two ‘writing walks’ took place, Writers’ Club
members holding eight meetings on each day – by
the sea and by the river, in an orchard and a wood,
in parks, churches and medieval ruins. The first
walk was filmed and the DVD comprises stunning
views, students walking and writing and a
soundtrack of music and poems (recorded after). 

Throughout the Summer Term The Anthology 2007
was taking shape, sixty pages of poems, paintings,
textiles and photography, the work of 76 students.
In the last four weeks ‘The Medals Scheme’
operated, staff and students sending their typed
work anonymously to a different guest editor
(teacher) every week for judgement – I kept a list of
names and titles. Silver was awarded for a poem
enjoyed and admired; Gold was awarded for
something exceptionally impressive. The results, as
they came in every Monday, caused a great stir,
students’ work always more highly regarded than
that of staff.

Except for the anthology, none of these ideas and
events had even been conceived let alone planned
at the beginning of September. Once Writers’ Club
had got into its stride students and staff began
thinking creatively about creativity, from Hilary and
Sylvia inventing the prototype of what turned into
the One Minute Dip in November right through to
the excitement caused by Medals in July.

Special circumstances
An English teacher since 1967, I retired in 2003 in
order to care for, less stressfully, my disabled
daughter (hemiplegic, epileptic). But then, Alice’s
condition becoming less unpredictable, the school
asked me to teach some A level and to act as
creative writing specialist. Apart from two lessons
of A Level I had no classes of my own, hence the
396 meetings in the year, every break and
lunchtime and often after school (on Alice’s respite
night).

Next year
There’s a month to go as I write. The thing is to
start the new year small: no press clippings (the
club was featured three times in the local paper)
and no illustrated starters on the wall, nothing on
the club display board in another part of the library,
no club posters round the school and no mention of
the club to the new Years 7s until November at least.
On September 5th there will be starters round a pot
of pens on the library table and old writing books
neatly stacked on the window ledge, but nothing
more. One thing led to another last year. Begin
afresh, afresh, afresh. !

Derek Eales

‘…reading out became a problem. 
I thought things might fall apart.
How did the club survive?’

Photographs courtesy of
Graham Doney, Dartmouth
Community College.
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As promised in the previous edition of
Classroom, here is a more detailed account of the
work NATE has been undertaking as part of a
Becta funded initiative to see if – and how – ICT
might be used to help us teach things which we
find intrinsically ‘hard to teach’ and/or pupils
find ‘hard to learn’.

NATE recruited teachers through Local
Authorities, the NATE website and other
contacts, who were interested in trying out new
approaches and sharing them with others. Not 
all of the participants were ‘techies’ – far from it.
The range of ICT expertise was very wide but
what everyone shared was a desire to try
something new. This in itself made for a very
refreshing series of meetings and exchanges.!

‘Play the game for 
a moment…’

Students at Eastbourne
Technology College
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We had an initial meeting where we tried to tease
out just what was ‘hard to teach’ in English. We
then went on to discuss possible ways ICT might
be useful in tackling the issues and topics we’d
come up with. What a fruitful session that was!
After this, teachers went away to focus on a
specific area and to try out their own approaches. 

The team, all drawn from NATE’s ICT Committee
(Judith Kneen, Trevor Millum, Tom Rank and
Chris Warren), kept in touch with the teachers,
visited them in their schools to see how they were
progressing and gave advice where we could.
After three months, we gathered again and
shared the ups and downs, the successes and the
frustrations of all the participants. Again, this
was an amazingly encouraging and stimulating
experience. From innovative uses of the word
processor to podcasts, wikis and blogs, the
shared experience was an inspiration to us all. 

This is the first of two articles trying to sum up
what we did and what we learnt. Copies of the
complete report and the case studies are
available too – and make lively reading. To
download a copy, go to www.nate.org.uk/htt

Something wiki this way comes
Boosting confidence and encouraging real
discussion
Three of our teachers explored the possibilities
of using ‘wikis’. A wiki is just a modern name for
an encyclopaedia that you build or write yourself
and there are a host of websites that will help you
build one. 

Amanda Monk Peake used Wikispaces. ‘It is
incredibly easy to get started. All you need is an
email address, a username and a password, the
last two of which you make up.’

Amanda was working with a ‘very able, very
voluble class of 34 boys’ at Dover Grammar

School for Boys and decided to harness their
enthusiasm for internet interaction to develop
their writing skills. Would building a wiki help
with teaching KS3 pupils to write? 

The wiki in this instance covered what people
from another school, area or country might want
to know about life in an English school and this
school in particular. It also included a mini guide
to living in the UK. 

As the aim was to encourage writing, students
were asked to write their own copy, proof it and
amend it. ‘Everyone wrote something, most
students wrote a reasonable amount and some
wrote at length.’ One of the most useful exercises
was printing the wiki off and getting everyone to
proof it and then amend it. ‘My year 7 class also
spent a lesson critiquing it and writing comments
and suggestions – a process the year 8s disliked
enormously.’

The wiki, which is still a work-in-progress, can be
found at www.globaldover.wikispaces.com
and they welcome visitors and comments. 

Both Anna Richardson of Caludon Castle School,
Coventry and Carol Weale from Dane Court
School, Gillingham, used wikis to help with the
study of GCSE poems. They discovered that it was
not just the ability to build up information together
but the opportunity to use the discussion area to
ask questions and swap ideas anonymously which
made the activity so successful.

One of the positive aspects of wikis is that 
they invite different levels of participation 
which increases as confidence grows and self-
motivation takes over. Differing opinions are
expressed and can sometimes, as Carol
discovered, continue well after school hours as
students disagreed vehemently, for instance,
about ‘My Last Duchess’!

In Anna’s class, too, students readily took to the
medium. They were studying ‘Havisham’ by
Carol Ann Duffy and comparing it with Dickens’
portrayal of Miss Havisham. Subsequently they
turned to ‘Song’ by Auden, looking at similar
themes.

The exploration of this latter poem was carried
out totally independently by all students. ‘They
all read the poem and joined in a number of
discussions, asking and answering questions with
no input from me. Some of the students initially
had a very basic understanding of the poem but
the very fact that they were discussing it meant
that their understanding was developing. Others’
ideas were built on and challenged. The following
lesson, I set some questions on the poem and was
astounded by the level of understanding and
inference that nearly all students of all abilities
had. Not only this, but through their responses
they were linking in and comparing the poem to
‘Havisham’ through themes and character.’

Blog on
How the use of ICT, including blogs, can
inspire young writers
A number of the case studies explore how ICT
can support that most prized and rewarding of
accomplishment in the English classroom:
students who write with creativity and originality.

Chris MacKinder, of Woodway Park School
Coventry, adopted a ‘lo-tech’ approach to ICT –
ensuring that it enhanced learning without the
need for ‘a vast array of technical resources’. His
case study offers a clear and practical approach
to exploring and writing ballads with Year 8.

Chris’s method was interactive and challenging.
Pupils had to use the internet to develop a
definition of a ballad, before researching a
suitable story – in his class’s case, the story of
Edward Scissorhands. Through helpful modelling
and scaffolding, including the ‘free gift’ of the
first verse of the ballad, Chris guided his pupils
through a ‘poetic journey’ in which pupils
discovered the craft of ballad writing and took a
real pride in their creations. Encouragingly, he
noted the adoption of ICT into an existing unit of
work made it ‘easier to teach and more
enjoyable’. 

Mark Ellis teaches at Newent Community School,
Gloucestershire, and also uses ICT with a
traditional favourite of the English classroom:
the work experience report. However, by
providing pupils with a real audience for their
writing, he encouraged them to raise their game
by asking them to write a blog. 

A blog is an online diary or journal, to which
readers can add comments if they wish. Mark’s
class began their blogs whilst on work
experience and completed them in subsequent
English lessons. The real audience (pupils and
teachers) provided writers with a range of
thoughtful, constructive comments. The
resulting diaries were mature, entertaining
pieces of writing, with a heightened awareness of
audience. Mark’s case study provides an
excellent guide to blogging, with equal helpings
of humour and practicality.

Martin Brennan, from Eastbourne Technology
College, also explored the world of blogging. In
his case, he was attempting to enthuse a class of
disenchanted Year 10s who openly expressed
their antagonism to writing: ‘I don’t like writing,
I never will.’ 

After researching the right blogging site for his
class, Martin set them up with a reviewing task
based on allowing them access to YouTube.
Martin candidly admits it didn’t work for
everyone. But he also notes how the project
dramatically fired the interest of two previously
uninterested students. Blogging has made them
into avid writers. ‘Clearly, we ignore these new
modes of writing at our peril!’

* * * * *

We have all learned a huge amount in the course
of this project. Part of what we have learned is
that, of course, English remains at the heart of
the process but different aspects of ICT can make
an enormous difference to teaching and learning.
Two of the themes which emerge most
powerfully from the case studies written by the
participating teachers are: collaboration and
pupil autonomy. Both led to increased levels of
understanding and some, often unexpected,
levels of engagement.

The next issue of Classroom will contain reports
on the remaining case studies. In the meantime,
the full report can be downloaded from
www.nate.org.uk/htt or, if you have any
questions, suggestions or simply would like to be
involved in any future projects, contact me
(trevor@englishandict.co.uk) or any member
of the NATE ICT Committee. !

Trevor Millum
NATE ICT committee

‘Duffy
makes
her sound
much
more
angry 
and
scary…’

‘…an amazingly encouraging
and stimulating experience.’

‘I don’t
like
writing, 
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Students from Newent
Community School
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Lights, camera, action!
TV producer and children’s author Nick Handel
explains how a film-maker’s approach to creative
writing can inspire composition and storytelling.

by Nick Handel
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It’s tough being a parent – and, as a TV producer
who has recently spent many hours making
‘guest appearances’ in school classrooms, I’ve
learned that being a parent and an English
teacher can be tougher still! Take creative
writing. We strive to awaken young talent by
encouraging experiences that stimulate
imagination – but swim against the tide of a
health and safety culture in which the idea of kids
going off on bikes for day-long adventures
belongs to the distant past and relentless media
coverage convinces us that molesters are lurking
behind every skateboard park and ice cream van.
Perhaps a greater concern is that, one day, the
only adventures in our children’s lives will come
courtesy of Playstation, Xbox and the internet.

I was lucky. Mine was a childhood of the fifties
and early sixties, unspoiled by 21st century
paranoia. I was an all-day biker, an adventurer
who was allowed to take risks (and occasionally
picked up cuts and bruises for his pains). I
learned to use my wits, my initiative and, most
important of all, my imagination. Our
headmaster regarded television (or ‘the goggle
box’ as he disdainfully called it) as a blight on
society and a threat to our education. The idea of
my making a career in the wicked world of
broadcasting seemed as likely as winning the
Grand National without a horse; but I remained
fascinated by TV and would spend hours in my
local cinema (it was, of course, considered
perfectly safe for ten and eleven-year-olds to go
to the movies unaccompanied in those days). I
began to take an interest in how those flickering
images arrived on the screen – and the tricks
employed to amuse, terrify and excite us. My
cycling expeditions soon became ‘location trips’,
my dad’s 8mm movie camera slung round my
neck and a string of mates in tow – pressed into
service as actors in my celluloid fantasies. Was
all this movie-making nonsense helping my
education? You bet your life it was! I was learning
to be a story teller…and have never looked back.

I am now freelance after 35 years with the 
BBC where I produced countless narrative
documentary and entertainment series although I
shall probably go to my grave being remembered
as the director who made a star of a talking
Yorkshire terrier called Prince who made the
word ‘Sausages!’ a national catchphrase on
‘That’s Life!’ 

A year or so ago, I decided to take time out to
pass on my experience to the next generation of
producers and directors and to realise a long-
held ambition: to write a children’s thriller. The
latter turned out to be a journey of discovery in
every sense and I am now on a mission to share
the experience with 10 to 13-year-old children in
schools. I believe that television, if properly
understood, can be a powerful stimulus to story-
telling and composition.

As a TV director turned writer, I quickly realized
that all the techniques used in film-making also
apply to writing for the page. Today’s youngsters
are incredibly media-aware but lack first-hand
knowledge of how movies are made. It occurred
to me that providing that insight could be an
effective way of getting them to engage more
with creative writing. I have devised a series of
presentations and workshops that clearly
demonstrate that thinking filmically can help
children to develop imaginative writing skills.

So how does it work? Any film or TV drama s
made up of sequences, just as the written word
consists of chapters and paragraphs. I encourage
pupils to break their stories down into bite-sized
chunks – visualising each ‘scene’ as a series of
‘shots’ that can be described and edited together.
If possible, it’s a good idea to base settings on
places you’ve actually visited – and better still 
if you can remember how you felt while you 
were there.

Even a walk to the bottom of the garden on a
dark winter’s night can leave a vivid impression
and a ‘wide shot’ will set the scene and create
atmosphere: The shed loomed eerily in the
moonlight under a canopy of bare, twisted
branches. 

Cutting to a ‘mid shot’ enables us to see the
subject more closely, with peripheral objects
adding depth and visual information: The door
creaked open and the boatman flicked the
switch. He was immediately surrounded by
ghostly shadows cast from a single, naked
bulb.

A ‘close-up’ reveals detail in a character’s face
and tells us how he or she is feeling or thinking:
A look of relief flickered across his craggy
features. The creature had gone. In dialogue
scenes, a brief description of the character who
isn’t talking often adds more to the story than
uninterrupted speech: A look of panic flashed
in his eyes and he gripped the old man’s
shoulder. ‘Take it easy, son’ said the boatman,
gently unlocking the boy’s fingers. In film
parlance, the ‘panicking eyes’ phrase would be a
‘reaction shot’ or ‘cutaway’. As Sir Michael Caine
once said to me: ‘Movie acting isn’t about acting,
it’s about reacting – listening to the other
character is as important as delivering your own
lines.’

Characterisation, of course, is as crucial on the
page as it is on the screen. It can be fun creating
charts of your main characters – listing their
shortcomings as well as their strengths (that
makes them more interesting). A good way to get
children thinking about physical description is to
ask them to pretend to be make-up artists for 
a minute or so or think about a favourite actor
they’d cast in the role. Characters don’t have to
be described in one go – a good writer releases
information about them throughout the story,
allowing the personalities to develop.

Camera angles have a huge effect on how
characters are perceived and they can be used 
in creative writing, too. A reader can’t see
perspective but it can be described or suggested.
Looking down on a character (a high angle shot)
makes him seem small and vulnerable – looking
up (a low angle) increases his stature and makes
him intimidating and scary. Show students
images to illustrate the different effects. Lighting
and sound also have parts to play (yes, the
written word has to have a soundtrack, too).
They help to bring a scene alive so that the
reader imagines it in 3D. Through pitch
darkness he heard heavy. footsteps clumping
over tarmac, then the boot lid opened and
twin torch beams blazed down into his eyes.
He raised his hand, squinting through
outstretched fingers for any feature that
might identify the two silhouettes that towered
over him.

I sometimes feel quite sorry for screenplay
writers. Glance at a film or TV drama script and
you’ll be bowled over by the vivid, descriptive
writing in the stage directions. Sadly, this is never
read by the viewing public because its sole
purpose is to give the director and his technical
team the information they need in order to shoot
it. Here’s an example: SCENE 36. EXTERIOR.
FOREST. DAY. Craig powers towards the ice-
covered river, legs aching, lungs at bursting
point. Dead twigs snap underfoot and we hear
the spiteful swish of snow-covered branches
lashing his face and hands. Frightened eyes

snatch a desperate backward glance,
widening as they take in the wolf pack
gaining ground. The ice cracks and freezing
water stabs his flailing body as gurgling,
muddy bubbles swirl around him.

Play the game for a moment – imagine the shots,
sound and movement in that sequence and how
skilful editing would add pace to the action; then
re-read the paragraph and see how the
screenwriter has captured that tempo and
excitement in words. Showing your class the
opening sequence of a favourite movie and
encouraging them to describe the most
memorable images is a simple, effective
technique. Try it, if you haven’t done so recently –
you may be surprised by what they come up with.

My foray into children’s writing has been an
enriching experience – and I relish every
opportunity of visiting schools to offer insights
that will enable youngsters to watch television,
especially drama, in a more informed and
discerning way. Understanding the ‘tricks of the
trade’ makes them less passive in their viewing
and more creatively aware. Not only does this
raise their interest and ability in creative
storytelling – it also puts an edge on their
appetite for reading. Perhaps the ‘goggle box’
can be a force for good after all! !

Nick Handel
Nick Handel’s website www.newskidsonthenet.co.uk
features resources for teaching film techniques and is
packed with advice for young video-makers of both
drama and news stories. He is available to give
interactive talks on film-making and creative writing 
in schools and can be contacted via his website. 
His novel, Newskids on the Net (see review on 
page 72) is a thriller aimed at the 10 – 13 readership.

‘Play the game for a
moment…’

‘…thinking filmically
really can help
children to develop
their imaginative
writing skills.’

Low angle and 
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A Faerie Tale
By Charlie Alcock
Once upon a time there was a pawnbrokers shop. 
It lay on the very corner between Capricorn Street 
and Leeland Street in a sparsely populated corner of
London. It wasn’t a very big pawnbrokers, and it didn’t
have much custom. The paint was peeling from the
sign at the top-‘North’s Pawnbrokers’ – and the
windows were grimy with the polluted air and months
of not being scrubbed. Only just visible through the
graffiti were the few measly items the most recent
items, which had been pawned at least five months
ago-an old, coffee-stained teddy bear, a moth-eaten
lampshade, a couple of dirty cigarette lighters…

Wild Thing
By Jake Copson 7NHA
It was in the yard, a navy blue Chevvy. All autumn
Adam had been fixing the doors, painting it and
getting it ready for the M.O.T. We sat in the Chevvy
polishing everywhere and adding the finishing touches.
Adam suddenly had a cheeky grin on his face…

The New Kid in School
By Emily Taylor
The moment the new kid walked through the school
gates, some big kids called Hannah and Lauren stared
at her and giggled and whispered. The newcomer
looked petrified and shaky, she looked slowly at them.
Hannah and Lauren walked quickly like a predator
catching their prey. That’s when the school bell
howled across the yard. The students charged and
nudged people into school…

Ring of Destiny
By Luke Richards 
Somebody was coming. I squinted into the distance. 
The person was flying of course. It was Hawkman. 
Who else could it be? I looked at my ring. Hawkman
gave it to me. He looked odd this day, different like he
had changed. I expected to see his warm, friendly
smile, his golden feathers and his stretched out wings,
his long, sharp pointy talons and his razor sharp beak.
but he looked different somehow. I jumped back in
surprise and horror. My faced turned as white as a
ghost as blood drained from my face…

Back to the
future – or
putting the
creative
back in
writing
by Alan Gibbons
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Sometimes, with the best will in the world, we all
slip into lazy thinking. There are times when I
have waxed lyrical about the ‘good old days’
before SATs and national strategies stalked the
land and writing lessons were always creative. I
should have known better. I started primary
school in 1958 and Grammar School in 1964 and
I honestly don’t remember a golden age. We had
selection, sarcasm, corporal punishment and far
too much lecturing from the front of the
classroom. We had précis and stultifyingly dull
learn-by-rote grammar lessons. There is so much
that we do better now. Teachers pay far more
attention to the interests of the children in their
care than they did then. They also work
ferociously hard at engaging our youngsters.
What is certainly true however, though good
practice and creativity were never wholly
squeezed out even at the nadir of the tracking
and testing culture, is that there has been a very
strong tendency in recent years for the teaching
of English, especially writing, to become a
functional, rather than a creative construct. This
was government rather than profession-led. It
can be seen in the undeniable dominance of non-
fiction in writing lessons and SATs.

I want to argue robustly for a major change in
direction. We have had the abolition of the KS3
SATs, the relaxation of the Literacy Hour and
even an Excellence and Enjoyment document.
For all that, we are a long way from embracing
the kind of comprehensively creative English
curriculum we need. I want to concentrate on just
one aspect of this: the teaching of creative
writing. We have already come a long way 
on our long journey out of the Gradgrindian
functionalism of the National Curriculum’s worst
excesses. There was a time when even saying the
words creative writing was anathema. I should
know, I used them once in an interview for one of
the early National Literacy Strategy posts before
I understood quite what it entailed. It was like
burping in church!

So what is the essence of this approach? First we
need to go back to the most basic of basics. To
write well you need to read well and widely, and
not just excerpts. That means a good school
library and a good school librarian. Yet only 28%
of secondary schools have a properly trained
member of staff in post and primary provision is
still patchy to say the least. Any writing strategy
has to be built upon the solid foundations of
reading for pleasure, an act that Unesco
identified as the single strongest predictor of
academic success. Michael Rosen has put
forward a 20 point plan for a book loving school
which can be viewed on my website:
www.alangibbons.net. Yet there is a minority
of schools where librarians are being made
redundant and the library closed to be replaced
by an IT suite. A book-based approach to English
would start with strong initial teacher training
modules in children’s literature. Even that is not
enough. NQTs would return for a second year of
training with their Head of English or English
coordinator and school librarian where one
exists so that the interest is sustained. The Arts
Council, the Reading Agency and the Museums,
Libraries and Archives executive are working on
a Creative Reading Charter. Hopefully, this will
figure in their thinking.

Only on foundations of wide and varied reading
can a really creative approach to writing begin.
This is where youngsters discover the templates
of written language which they can adopt,
develop and subvert. Now another basic of
basics, writing is in essence about expressing
yourself. Much has been made of ‘scaffolding’
writing lessons, breaking the process up into
bite-sized five or ten minute segments to
structure the pupils’ learning. This has much to
commend it. It is fast paced and a good strategy
to structure the learning process, but it should
not descend into drip-feeding. This practice leads
to a uniform product from every child. There has
to be a balance between teaching features of
writing and leaving a space within which the
child can experiment, yes, play with language.
This is a matter of professional judgement but it
is absolutely essential. The lesson may also
employ some visual cues, some dramatization,
group, paired and individual work, elements of
the ubiquitous VAK approach. This shouldn’t
degenerate into the teacher as the all-singing, all-
dancing clown with a red nose. Writing is
overwhelmingly a thoughtful, cerebral and quiet
affair. Illustrative jokes and anecdotes, good pace
and energy are all elements of a good lesson but,

at bottom, writing is an intellectual process. It is
about planning, problem-solving, redrafting and,
above all, hard work. 

So let’s take a sample sequence of lessons and try
to unpick the main elements in the learning
experience. This is a story about a fire in a high-
rise building, a hotel perhaps. Let’s call it
Towering Inferno. Prior to the writing lesson
itself, a drama lesson – in which pupils act out
waking to the sights, sounds and smells of
burning, then climbing out of the window onto a
balcony looking for an escape route – would be
an excellent precursor, engaging with the subject
matter as a visceral experience. A talk with a
firefighter would help. The links to art, music and
media studies are obvious. For too long, subject
boundaries have been allowed to become too
rigid. 

In the writing lesson itself we can look at
planning, not the rigid affair recommended in
literacy documents, but the way real writers plan,
a loose framework indicating the direction of the
plot, characterization, some notes as an aide-
memoire. On the basis of this brainstorming
session, we can begin. Sentence starters can be
discussed and models:

‘Something woke me. It was the roar of flames.’

‘I woke coughing and spluttering. In my nostrils
there was the acrid smell of burning.”

Youngsters appreciate having something
concrete as an example. It also establishes a
prime convention of writing. This is the old
adage that you should show, don’t tell. It is useful
to encourage the pupils to ask themselves simple
questions as they write. What do I
see/hear/smell/feel physically/feel physically? A
story is not a chronological list of events. It is a
sensuous interaction with imagined reality. They
would then be asked to demonstrate how the
main character reacts. Do they try to reach the
door? Do call their parents’ room and find that
the line is dead? The key here is how, not what,
they do. ‘I punched in the phone number to their
room’ is better than ‘I rang them.’ As Stephen
King memorably observed: ‘Description starts in
the head of the writer and ends up in the head of
the reader.’ The reader should live the action
along with the characters.

The teacher can then break up the narrative into
the main constituent elements, demonstrating
vocabulary choices, internal monologue,

dialogue, description, etc within the context of a
fast-paced story. In this way, the essentials of
grammar and syntax can be taught within the
context of a narrative that appeals to the young
mind. Genres like action, adventure, horror and
ghost stories always appeal. It is also important
to allow the children to make choices. Problem-
solving is a key element in writing fiction. The
teacher could set out some of the pathways the
story might take and ask the class to brainstorm
others. Once we have a product, our finished
narrative, we need an audience. Stories should be
read in class and to other classes. They can be
posted on websites and blogs. Secondary pupils
could follow up in ICT by using Movie Maker to
develop trailers for their story. Book jackets
could be designed. The point is to make the
entire experience as engaging and intellectually
satisfying as possible. 

That is just one example of what might be termed
dynamic scaffolding of narrative. Static
scaffolding is about the teacher imparting
knowledge to passive pupil recipients. That is a
failed model. This approach stresses interaction
and mental flexibility, decision-making and
problem-solving. The role of the teacher is to
plan the learning process. This entails
deconstructing a narrative then reconstructing it
with the young learners. It is based above all on
a love of reading and an understanding of books
not as ‘texts’ but as narratives, as explorations
into human identity. Non-fiction and poetry can
be taught according to very similar guidelines. 

This methodology is about drawing on some of
the best practice of the last few decades,
attempting to combine the creativity and
enjoyment of language of ‘progressive’ teaching
with grammatical rigour and knowledge. The
arguments about getting back to basics that have
tended to skew debate recently fail to understand
that the most basic of basics, in Philip Pullman’s
words, is meaning. If we can once again make
writing meaningful for our students we will have
rescued English as a subject from the realm of
boredom into which some government edicts
have sadly threatened to plunge it. !

Alan Gibbons
Alan Gibbons is a full time writer. Among the eight
awards he has won is the Blue Peter Book Award
‘The Book I Couldn’t Put Down.’ He has also been
shortlisted twice each for the Carnegie Medal and the
Booktrust Teenage Prize. His ‘Teach Me’ series can
be viewed on his website www.alangibbons.com. 
His latest book is The Demon Assassin. He is the
organizer of Authors Against the SATs and The
Campaign for the Book. 

The first page of this article shows first paragraphs
from many of the children’s stories which are
published on his blog under ‘Writing by young
people’ at http://alangibbons.net/.

‘…a 20-
point plan
for a book
loving
school…’

‘Writing is…a
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and quiet affair.’

‘A talk
with a
firefighter
would
help.’

‘Stories should be
read in class and to
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‘Problem-
solving is
a key
element
in writing
fiction.’
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Book Award
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Sometimes, with the best will in the world, we all
slip into lazy thinking. There are times when I
have waxed lyrical about the ‘good old days’
before SATs and national strategies stalked the
land and writing lessons were always creative. I
should have known better. I started primary
school in 1958 and Grammar School in 1964 and
I honestly don’t remember a golden age. We had
selection, sarcasm, corporal punishment and far
too much lecturing from the front of the
classroom. We had précis and stultifyingly dull
learn-by-rote grammar lessons. There is so much
that we do better now. Teachers pay far more
attention to the interests of the children in their
care than they did then. They also work
ferociously hard at engaging our youngsters.
What is certainly true however, though good
practice and creativity were never wholly
squeezed out even at the nadir of the tracking
and testing culture, is that there has been a very
strong tendency in recent years for the teaching
of English, especially writing, to become a
functional, rather than a creative construct. This
was government rather than profession-led. It
can be seen in the undeniable dominance of non-
fiction in writing lessons and SATs.

I want to argue robustly for a major change in
direction. We have had the abolition of the KS3
SATs, the relaxation of the Literacy Hour and
even an Excellence and Enjoyment document.
For all that, we are a long way from embracing
the kind of comprehensively creative English
curriculum we need. I want to concentrate on just
one aspect of this: the teaching of creative
writing. We have already come a long way 
on our long journey out of the Gradgrindian
functionalism of the National Curriculum’s worst
excesses. There was a time when even saying the
words creative writing was anathema. I should
know, I used them once in an interview for one of
the early National Literacy Strategy posts before
I understood quite what it entailed. It was like
burping in church!

So what is the essence of this approach? First we
need to go back to the most basic of basics. To
write well you need to read well and widely, and
not just excerpts. That means a good school
library and a good school librarian. Yet only 28%
of secondary schools have a properly trained
member of staff in post and primary provision is
still patchy to say the least. Any writing strategy
has to be built upon the solid foundations of
reading for pleasure, an act that Unesco
identified as the single strongest predictor of
academic success. Michael Rosen has put
forward a 20 point plan for a book loving school
which can be viewed on my website:
www.alangibbons.net. Yet there is a minority
of schools where librarians are being made
redundant and the library closed to be replaced
by an IT suite. A book-based approach to English
would start with strong initial teacher training
modules in children’s literature. Even that is not
enough. NQTs would return for a second year of
training with their Head of English or English
coordinator and school librarian where one
exists so that the interest is sustained. The Arts
Council, the Reading Agency and the Museums,
Libraries and Archives executive are working on
a Creative Reading Charter. Hopefully, this will
figure in their thinking.

Only on foundations of wide and varied reading
can a really creative approach to writing begin.
This is where youngsters discover the templates
of written language which they can adopt,
develop and subvert. Now another basic of
basics, writing is in essence about expressing
yourself. Much has been made of ‘scaffolding’
writing lessons, breaking the process up into
bite-sized five or ten minute segments to
structure the pupils’ learning. This has much to
commend it. It is fast paced and a good strategy
to structure the learning process, but it should
not descend into drip-feeding. This practice leads
to a uniform product from every child. There has
to be a balance between teaching features of
writing and leaving a space within which the
child can experiment, yes, play with language.
This is a matter of professional judgement but it
is absolutely essential. The lesson may also
employ some visual cues, some dramatization,
group, paired and individual work, elements of
the ubiquitous VAK approach. This shouldn’t
degenerate into the teacher as the all-singing, all-
dancing clown with a red nose. Writing is
overwhelmingly a thoughtful, cerebral and quiet
affair. Illustrative jokes and anecdotes, good pace
and energy are all elements of a good lesson but,

at bottom, writing is an intellectual process. It is
about planning, problem-solving, redrafting and,
above all, hard work. 

So let’s take a sample sequence of lessons and try
to unpick the main elements in the learning
experience. This is a story about a fire in a high-
rise building, a hotel perhaps. Let’s call it
Towering Inferno. Prior to the writing lesson
itself, a drama lesson – in which pupils act out
waking to the sights, sounds and smells of
burning, then climbing out of the window onto a
balcony looking for an escape route – would be
an excellent precursor, engaging with the subject
matter as a visceral experience. A talk with a
firefighter would help. The links to art, music and
media studies are obvious. For too long, subject
boundaries have been allowed to become too
rigid. 

In the writing lesson itself we can look at
planning, not the rigid affair recommended in
literacy documents, but the way real writers plan,
a loose framework indicating the direction of the
plot, characterization, some notes as an aide-
memoire. On the basis of this brainstorming
session, we can begin. Sentence starters can be
discussed and models:

‘Something woke me. It was the roar of flames.’

‘I woke coughing and spluttering. In my nostrils
there was the acrid smell of burning.”

Youngsters appreciate having something
concrete as an example. It also establishes a
prime convention of writing. This is the old
adage that you should show, don’t tell. It is useful
to encourage the pupils to ask themselves simple
questions as they write. What do I
see/hear/smell/feel physically/feel physically? A
story is not a chronological list of events. It is a
sensuous interaction with imagined reality. They
would then be asked to demonstrate how the
main character reacts. Do they try to reach the
door? Do call their parents’ room and find that
the line is dead? The key here is how, not what,
they do. ‘I punched in the phone number to their
room’ is better than ‘I rang them.’ As Stephen
King memorably observed: ‘Description starts in
the head of the writer and ends up in the head of
the reader.’ The reader should live the action
along with the characters.

The teacher can then break up the narrative into
the main constituent elements, demonstrating
vocabulary choices, internal monologue,

dialogue, description, etc within the context of a
fast-paced story. In this way, the essentials of
grammar and syntax can be taught within the
context of a narrative that appeals to the young
mind. Genres like action, adventure, horror and
ghost stories always appeal. It is also important
to allow the children to make choices. Problem-
solving is a key element in writing fiction. The
teacher could set out some of the pathways the
story might take and ask the class to brainstorm
others. Once we have a product, our finished
narrative, we need an audience. Stories should be
read in class and to other classes. They can be
posted on websites and blogs. Secondary pupils
could follow up in ICT by using Movie Maker to
develop trailers for their story. Book jackets
could be designed. The point is to make the
entire experience as engaging and intellectually
satisfying as possible. 

That is just one example of what might be termed
dynamic scaffolding of narrative. Static
scaffolding is about the teacher imparting
knowledge to passive pupil recipients. That is a
failed model. This approach stresses interaction
and mental flexibility, decision-making and
problem-solving. The role of the teacher is to
plan the learning process. This entails
deconstructing a narrative then reconstructing it
with the young learners. It is based above all on
a love of reading and an understanding of books
not as ‘texts’ but as narratives, as explorations
into human identity. Non-fiction and poetry can
be taught according to very similar guidelines. 

This methodology is about drawing on some of
the best practice of the last few decades,
attempting to combine the creativity and
enjoyment of language of ‘progressive’ teaching
with grammatical rigour and knowledge. The
arguments about getting back to basics that have
tended to skew debate recently fail to understand
that the most basic of basics, in Philip Pullman’s
words, is meaning. If we can once again make
writing meaningful for our students we will have
rescued English as a subject from the realm of
boredom into which some government edicts
have sadly threatened to plunge it. !
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Alan Gibbons is a full time writer. Among the eight
awards he has won is the Blue Peter Book Award
‘The Book I Couldn’t Put Down.’ He has also been
shortlisted twice each for the Carnegie Medal and the
Booktrust Teenage Prize. His ‘Teach Me’ series can
be viewed on his website www.alangibbons.com. 
His latest book is The Demon Assassin. He is the
organizer of Authors Against the SATs and The
Campaign for the Book. 

The first page of this article shows first paragraphs
from many of the children’s stories which are
published on his blog under ‘Writing by young
people’ at http://alangibbons.net/.
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Wishes, 
dreams 
and poetry 
ideas
by Andrea Ball

‘…A poetry idea 
should be easy to 
understand, it should 
be immediately 
interesting …’
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Babies and toddlers are natural poets. Their 
practising of words, phrases, songs and nonsense 
rhyme has the freedom and rhythm of poetry. 
The play with words and sounds which seems 
so natural to the very young has completely 
disappeared for almost all of the students I 
teach in secondary school. Somehow, poetry 
has acquired a capital ‘P’. It’s difficult, full of 
profound philosophical meaning that has to be 
picked out and painstakingly regurgitated into 
a series of PEE chains. Poetry has become hard 
work. As a closet writer, poet and full time English 
teacher, one of the pleasures I want students to 
know is the joy in writing. How can you do this 
when the mere mention of a poetry writing lesson 
strikes blind panic into almost every student over 
13 years of age? 

The Teachers as Writers project was set up in 
September 2009 to answer the question ‘What 
happens when teachers meet and share their 
own creative and personal writing?’ We look at 
writing about writing and experiment in our own 
classrooms using what we’ve tried in the TAW 
group. During one recent session, Jeni Smith, one 
of the project’s mentors and co-ordinators and 
Lecturer in Education at the University of East 
Anglia introduced us to Kenneth Koch and his 
ideas for teaching students to write poetry from 
the book Wishes, Lies and Dreams; Teaching 
children to write poetry (Perennial Library, 
1980). The book is based on Koch’s experiences 
teaching in the New York public school system 
with primary aged students. Essentially, his idea 
was to give students a simple frame for their 
writing. He began by asking students to write a 
list poem, where every line began, ‘I wish…’. 

As Koch noted: ‘Once I understood why the Wish 
Poem worked so well, I had a much clearer idea of 
what to look for. A poetry idea should be easy to 
understand, it should be immediately interesting, 
and it should bring something new into the 
children’s poems. This could be new subject 
matter, new sense awareness, new experience of 
language or poetic form.’ The structures used by 
Koch create simple but powerful list poems, and 
the book gives a wide range of how his students 
responded to the frames. His suggestions include:
1. I Wish…
2. A list poem comparing a specific thing (e.g. 

chalk) to something it resembles (e.g. Chalk 
is like a snowy mountain.) Can include sounds 
(e.g. jangling keys).

3. Writing about dreams as if they really 
happened – dreams from the night before or 
day dreams that they have now.

4. A swan of bees – lists of reinvented collective 
nouns.

5. I used to … but now…
6. If I were snow … (or wind or rain, whatever 

else the weather is doing that day).
7. Lies – where every single line is an outrageous 

lie.
8. Colour poems: list of similes using the same 

colour: (as blue as…, as pink as …). Also to 
link to abstracts like freedom, Monday…

9. I seem to be … but really I am …
10. Imagine that you have been given a third eye 

with magical powers that could see what your 
other two eyes couldn’t. What would your 
third eye see?

Koch also wrote about using the sestina form 
for telling a story and the power of collaborative 
writing. We tried some of these for ourselves 
during the Teachers as Writers session. The 
feeling was strangely liberating. It felt like 
playing; the connections were startling and 
poetry was created:

A bowl of wishes
A cup of wants
A fireplace of ashes
A blossom of beginnings
A cat of fun
A child of laugh
A story of windows
A frame of levels
A ruler of disapproval
(Emma Exelby, member of TAW)
 
Koch worked well with primary students who 
are willing to take risks. Clare Ellison, a TAW 
primary phase teacher from Chepping View 
Primary School, found that her students didn’t 
suffer from the poetic anxiety that older students 
are crippled by: ‘Year 1 students don’t care what 
they write; they just enjoy it.’ However, anxiety 
increases along with ‘literacy’. Writing seems 
to have become a ‘done to’ process where the 
outcome is a tick next to a list of techniques 
rather than a process of making meaning for 
oneself. The strategy only allows for one week 
per term for reading and writing poetry and the 
diet represents a narrow range of rhyming verse. 
By the time students reach KS2, their attitudes 
about writing poetry are ambivalent. 

Michelle Hayes, a TAW teacher from Little 
Chalfont Primary School, planned to use Koch 
as a warm-up activity with her year 6 literacy 
groups. ‘The third eye really captured their 
imaginations and so we deviated from the plan 
and went with it.’

‘We look at writing 
about writing…’

‘Year 1 
students 
don’t care 
what they 
write; 
they just 
enjoy it.’

‘…the connections 
were startling 
and poetry was 
created…’
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As we began trying some of Koch’s poetry ideas, 
I included some of my own developing thinking 
on creating a writing environment based on TAW 
experiences:
• the teacher has to respond as a reader rather 

than a marker
• the teacher has to write with students and be 

willing to share their writing
• achievement has to be recognised, published 

and/or performed.

We wrote colour comparisons (no. 8 in above list) 
first. Mine was used to model how to respond to 
someone else’s writing. I have taught students to 
avoid judgemental phrases such as ‘It was good’ 
and to use the starter ‘I like it because…’ The 
‘because’ has to refer to something specific about 
the poem. If a student said they liked it because 
it was ‘interesting’, they were pushed to explain 
what made it interesting. In pairs, they listened 
to each other’s poems. I then asked if they had 
heard anything from their partner’s work that 
was particularly good. 
 
The second exercise we tried was ‘I used to … 
but now…’ (no. 5). At the end of the writing time, 
there were many more students wanting to share 
what they’d written. Finally, we used the third eye 
idea. The images created by this were astonishing 
at times and almost everyone wanted to share 
their work. Ben in year 10 is a reluctant writer 
at best and was one of the most vocal in claiming 
that he could not write poetry at the start. By 
the end of the lesson, he was insistent that he 
read this:

My third eye
Can see when troubles are coming my way
Can see the suit under the cards
Can see what happens next
Can see the worms in the ground
The light in the dark
The music in the instrument
(Ben, Year 10)
 
By now, we had run out of time. I asked each class 
how many students in the room were poets. They 
almost all put their hands up. I asked what they 
liked about the exercises:
 
‘Once you start it, it becomes easier.’
‘You have memories to base it on.’
‘Because we knew how to write it, filling in the 
ideas was easy.’
 
My favourite comment came from Alex in year 
9: ‘It was easy, because you could tell lies and it 
didn’t have to be the deepest poem in the world.’ 
These comments highlight the vulnerability that 
surround students’ personal writing and sharing 
writing. Koch’s poetry ideas clearly have a place 
from which students can safely launch themselves 
into verse. 

Andrea Ball
The Grange School, Aylesbury

My third eye can speak 1000 words,
My third eye can see things that don’t exist,
My third eye can see micro-organisms,
Mt third eye can see inside everything,
My third eye can see little invisible goblins 
hiding under tables,
My third eye can see an egg inside a bird,
My third eye can see lies and truth,
My third eye can see the mystery of every tale,
And …
My third eye can see
The dead
(Emma, Year 6) 

On ‘Everybody Writes’ day, I tried Koch with every 
secondary class I taught. The lessons began with 
the slide ‘Everyone can sing.’ Students reading 
it were immediately alarmed, ‘We’re not singing, 
are we?’ I asked why not. To which the reply was 
unfailingly, ‘Because I can’t sing!’ followed by 
‘I’m not singing!’ Halfway through the argument, 
the slide changed to read, ‘Everyone can dance’, 
with a similar response. We had a conversation 
around the idea that, in fact, everyone can sing or 
dance; some people don’t think they’re very good 
at it. I asked explicitly how many of the students 
in the room were poets. One brave girl in one 
class put up her hand, the rest repeated ‘I can’t 
do poetry’. When I asked why, I was told they 
couldn’t write poetry because they found it really 
hard to rhyme. The issue of rhyming came up in 
every lesson. The other problem with poetry was 
that they could never think of an idea. Poetry had 
to be ‘deep’. They didn’t think they were clever 
enough to be deep.

‘One brave girl in 
one class put up her 
hand…’

‘…the 
teacher 
has to 
respond 
as a 
reader 
rather 
than a 
marker…’
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Developing gifts and 
talents in English (part two)
by Peter Thomas

In the last article I proposed the unremarkable 
view that the whole personal repertoire is relevant 
in English, not just the skills that turn a D into a 
temporary C. The view seems less unremarkable 
now that the political agenda is emphasising the 
measurable content of the curriculum, with facts 
being reinstated as more trustworthy than skills. 
It may be that English teachers have, once again, 
to re-assert what matters about our uniquely 
humane discipline against rival versions more 
to do with good manners, nice uniforms and the 
classroom relevance of John Dryden.

In that article I suggested using Jaques’ ‘Seven 
ages of man’ speech from As You Like it as the 
model for some creative writing. Bearing in mind 
the need for tasks to suit the range of ability in 
a class, with some satisfaction and achievement 
in outcomes of different kinds, this task has 
the advantage of appealing to the visual, the 
autobiographical and the conceptual strengths 
of students.

1 Seven Ages
Here is a student doing a graphic representation 
of the way he has grown up through game stations. 
As the start for some discussion of growth 
processes and interest development, it provides a 
strong basis for personal talk and further writing, 
or it can be enough as it is, depending on the 
teacher’s view of the student’s potential.

This is a more verbally ambitious autobiographical 
development from the stimulus, showing not 
only a developed reflection on the writer’s own 
history, but some engagement with matters more 
typical. 

It’s the development from the specifically 
autobiographical to the universal that raises the 
potential of this exercise – making it the means 
for comment on Life in the mode of an extended 
metaphor – both features helpful in writing and 
thinking about the links between the personal 
and the universal, and ways of saying much 
with little.

‘…our uniquely 
humane discipline…’

1 Birth, the beginning, the start of the race that is 
life with lanes, hurdles and competition ahead,

2 The toddler, the straight, the sprint to get ahead, 
break away from the crowd without thinking to 
face it out.

3 Childhood, the bend, feeling that others are 
further ahead when in reality they are behind.

4 The teenage years, the longer straight, a long 
battle of speed to stay ahead.

5 Adulthood, the next bend, again the belief others 
are ahead or behind when they are not and the 
fierce competition.

6 Old age, the final sprint, struggling to keep 
breath and keep up as the final line approaches.

7 Death, the finish line, the end of all the race and 
for some the lap will begin again, for others they 
will rest in the bliss of that lies after the finish, 
after winning, but others left in the hell of losing.       

Oliver
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It’s this potential for development from the 
autobiographical to the universal that makes this 
a useful exercise – and makes it well suited to the 
different outcomes that can be challenging and 
satisfying at various levels of ability.

2 Wordplay (graphic semantics)
This favours those with a strong visual intelligence 
and those who, lacking such visual skill, may see 
possibilities and opportunities in meanings that 
can be helpful in pairwork where students bring 
different strengths to collaborative work. The 
idea is to display the letters of a word in any way 
that is suggestive of the word’s meaning. Start 
with nouns – especially the names of animals. 
Students can represent the word graphically in a 
way that is suggestive of the creature itself. They 
may be literally representational or symbolic 
– allowing those with better graphic ability to 
do well. The potential for differentiation and 
nudging performance upward is in moving from 
illustrating to interpreting – helped by moving 
students from working with objects to working 
with ideas. For example: 

• Start with pictorial nouns, e.g. butterfly, rhino.
• Then move on to occupation, where physical 

representativeness gives way to attitudinal 
or behavioural characteristics, e.g. chemist, 
MP. Students choosing these may represent 
various trades or professions in ways that are 
typical, satirical or attitudinal.

• Now move on to abstract nouns, e.g. nostalgia, 
sin. Students choosing these may represent 
abstract concepts graphically in ways that 
suggest cause, effect or context of these 
notions. 

• And to adjectives, e.g. tall, angry, sleepy are 
good to start with.

3 Appreciating word choice
There is a tendency for students to see a text 
as something that was complete and finished 
from its start. They need to know that the print 
existence of a text follows some grappling and 
choosing, some shaping and shifting. In short, 
they need to get a grasp of the authorial craft 
invisibly behind or before a text. They need to be 
aware that writers have selected their final words 
for printing from a hoard of available alternatives. 
This will help them to see the merits of a writer’s 
word choice by exploring the available word-
stock from which the writer made an effective 
selective choice. 

Give them a poem with some words missing. 
Get students to supply their own. These can 
be discussed for grammatical fit, semantic 
appropriacy or match to devices of simile, 
metaphor or sound. For example, Richard Kell’s 
‘Fishing Harbour towards Evening’:

_______ clouds ____ gold. Along the ________ wharf 
The____ ___ boats _____ and ______. Round the 

masts…

(NB Blanks rather than dashes or dots which 
indicate the number of letters can produce 
more varied results.)

All students’ substitutions can be valid – but they 
will be more able to criticise and or appreciate the 
writer’s choice of words when they are revealed. 
There will always be one who wants ‘Fluffy’ 
clouds ‘shining’ gold but this is a good starting 
point for exploring the author’s intention and 
method in writing a poem ostensibly picturesque 
and actually shocking:

Slashed clouds leak gold. Along the slurping wharf 
The snugged boats creak and seesaw. 

Round the masts…

‘There will always be one who wants 
“Fluffy” clouds “shining” gold…’
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5  One text in 50 words each, as told by two 
different characters (or 100):
It wasn’t my fault. I only helped him to do what he 
wanted. It was all for him. And us. Duncan looked 
like my father, so I couldn’t... But he really wanted 
to be king, and the witches... And now I can’t 
sleep. He’s not talking to me anymore. Blood…

Never known the like in twenty years Portering 
here. Comings, goings, whisperings, knockings 
at the gate all hours. Folk on about owls and 
wild horses, never mind the king dead, Herself 
Queening it, known thugs flashing gate-passes and 
Malcolm scarpering. You’d expect better from high-
ups. Me, I need a drink.

Before its demise in 2006, the National Academy 
for Gifted and Talented Youth English team 
published a definition of the various gifts and 
talents that constitute high-level performance in 
English. In doing so, the team was attempting to 
include those largely cognitive and responsive 
elements defined most clearly in GCSE A* grade 
descriptors, but to go beyond these to more 
general aspects of what constitutes high ability 
within English as a cognitive, affective, social 
and communicative domain. The three broad 
categories embracing more specific skills owe 
more to a student’s repertoire as a learner and 
doer than as a producer of specific items within 
the curriculum and assessment model of English 
as a certificated subject. It is, after all, the whole 
person that we deal with as English teachers, for 
good or ill, and it’s the whole person who comes 
into our class, who operates within its artificial 
limits, and who walks out at the end. If English is 
to matter, it has to make a difference to the whole 
person who walks out at the end of the lesson: 
any LOs, WALTS, WILFS and other acronymic 
inventions are only a small part of that whole, 
though more measurable in a culture of Strategy 
and Inspection which has less interest in the 
forest because of an obsession with trees.

Careful omission of words can include words 
which are part of the rhyming-scheme as well as 
key words expressing attitude and feeling. This 
engages students with aspects of form as well as 
meaning. For example:

I wander through each ---------- street,
Near where the ---------- Thames does ----------
And mark in every face I meet,
Marks of weakness, marks of ----------.
In every cry of every man,
In every ---------- cry of fear,
In every voice, in every ----------,
The mind----------- ---------- I hear:

How the chimney-sweeper’s cry
Every blackening ---------- appals,
And the hapless soldier’s sigh
Runs in blood down ---------- -walls.
But most, through midnight streets I hear
How the ---------- harlot’s curse
Blasts the new-born infant’s tear,
And blights with plagues the marriage- -------.

4 One text in the style of anther writer:

‘…it’s the whole 
person who comes 
into our class…’

‘…less interest in 
the forest because 
of an obsession 
with trees.’

Romeo and Juliet by John Steinbeck
The two young men emerged from the darkness 

and came into the opening where the masked 
dancers gathered. The first man stopped short 
on the edge of the crowd and the other nearly 
ran into him. He adjusted his mask and looked 
again. 

‘What you doin’ you crazy fool?’ said his 
companion. 

He stopped and followed Romeo’s gaze. 
‘Ain’t she purdy?’ he said. 
‘Who you talking about?’ said Mercutio. 
‘There’ he said pointing, ‘that one in the soft dress. 

And soft hair, like sausage curls.’ 
‘Now don’t you go getting involved again’ said 

the companion. ‘Remember what happened in 
Mantua.’ 

‘Yeah, but she’s so purdy, like a dove in a crowd of 
crows. I ain’t never seen no beauty till this night.’ 

‘The hell with doves and crows. Christ, Romeo, 
she’s a Capulet. You touch her, somebody’d 
shoot you for a coyote right off. Don’t you want 
to live off the fatta the lan?’

‘I know, Mercutio, but she’s so… She’s like… 
teaching the candles to burn bright. Like all 
the others are jus’ beans and she’s beans and 
ketchup.’

‘You crazy son-of-a-bitch! For God’s sake don’t 
dream so much. You’ll get us in hot water again. 
I told you about doin’ a bad thing.’ 

Romeo pulled his hat down a little more over his 
eyes, the way Mercutio’s hat was.

‘I ain’t gonna say nothing. I ain’t gonna say nothing. 
But she’s purdy… She’s so purdy in that dress.’

(Apologies to readers with a refined literary 
sensibility….)
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‘Convert a situation from a Shakespeare play into a 
modern piece of writing.’ (English Language) 

This means there is a clear incentive to embed 
this kind of task into the curriculum from year 
7, in the knowledge that it will be relevant to the 
requirements of the year 11 priorities. (Though 
what these may be in the light of Michael Gove’s 
bright vision by the time year 7 is in year 11 is 
food for little joy or hope…)

Additionally, there is reward in the band 
descriptors for the kind of creative activity 
suggested above, e.g. Writing Controlled 
Assessment descriptors:

Band 5
• Sophistication & subtlety prevail; distinct reasons 

for readers wanting to read this: ‘delightful’, ‘flair’, 
‘originality’

• Subject matter/ideas presented in completely 
measured & effectively judged depth/detail

• Artful & self-conscious use of language with 
consistent crafting for impact

• Impressive exploitation of form for purpose & 
audience with impressive sense of immersion in 
the chosen genre

What seems most important in stretching, 
challenging and motivating the most able also 
seems important in stretching, challenging and 
motivating all students: providing activities which 
engage their interest, develop their expertise and 
yield satisfying results at all levels, and in the 
same classroom. That is why I would like the term 
‘provision for the gifted and talented’ to fade 
away. In its place, I prefer a more democratic, 
inclusive and diversely skills-based term such 
as ‘promotion of gifts and talents’. That would 
help us re-affirm our own agenda for English as 
the subject that draws in and re-shapes all the 
attributes of human personality, for individuals 
and groups, for now and for adulthood. 

Peter Thomas
A principal Moderator for AQA GCSE English Literature
Author of The Complete Shakespearience,
NATE 2010

Prominent in the human skills and resources 
signposted above are the ‘conceptual 
frameworks’, recognising of ‘contextual 
influences’, the value of the ‘tentative’ and the 
empathy with ‘different ideologies and value 
systems’ not their own. These are all both part 
of and greater than ‘English’ as a subject, and a 
major part of the agenda for developing gifts and 
talents in the most able, and others, too.

What’s encouraging is that many of the tasks 
in the AQA reading and writing Controlled 
Assessments can be built on the remodelling of 
texts as indicated in my examples and by the 
guidelines from NAGTY. For example:

‘…I would like the term 
“provision for the gifted and 
talented” to fade away.’

1 Responsiveness: 
 natural and ready responses to a broad range 

of familiar and unfamiliar ideas /language/
situations.
1(i) Responding to familiar and unfamiliar 

texts in ways which demonstrate 
critical understanding and insight using 
conceptual frameworks and recognising 
contextual influences.

1(ii) Understanding of intended audiences, 
authorial purposes and the ways these 
may affect presentational choices

2 Communication: 
 tentative and/or confident communication of 

ideas and responses to a broad range of ideas/
language/situations.
2(i) Ability to reach well supported and 

convincing judgements 
2(ii) Prepared to sustain an independent point 

of view 
2(iii) Where appropriate, can produce a precise, 

mature style of thought/speech/writing – or 
an independent style exploiting irregular or 
non-conformist thought/speech/writing.

2(iv) Respond in a variety of media in elegantly 
crafted, well constructed, economical, 
original, imaginative, rhetorical or playful 
ways 

3a Referencing and interrogating: 
 making connections: e.g. comparisons, 

contrasts and contextual sitings across a broad 
range of ideas/ texts/situations.

3b Probing, questioning and challenging the 
implications of a broad range of ideas/texts/
situations.
3(i) Adapt and synthesise what is understood 

from a wide variety of ideas/text/ situations 
in a variety of ways 

3(ii) Adopt attitudes/ideas/perspectives not 
their own, showing ability to empathise 
with and manage different ideologies and 
value systems.

‘…I prefer a more democratic, 
inclusive and…skills-based term.’
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Building ‘The Wall’
Analysing Narrative in Film and Literature to Improve
Writing

Lance Hanson explains how his department has used analysis of both literature and film to heighten
students’ awareness of narrative tension and inspire their own creative writing.

The moving image occupies a troubled place in the
English curriculum – always the bridegroom to the
blushing bride of language – Andrew Burn (2003)

Muliti-modal texts combine two or more modes of
communication (eg written, aural and visual) to create
meaning – QCA (2007)

An esteemed colleague recently commented on the value
of film studies as a subject: ‘Film Studies and Media
Studies are not real subjects; they are merely subjects
about subjects’ went the claim and, although there is no
time here to enter into the pedagogical arguments, as
well as the cultural elitism, surrounding such a
throwaway remark, it is worth beginning with this merely
to contrast it with the growing importance of ‘multi-
modality’ in the ‘new’ curriculum. Clearly, if my
colleague’s views are any indicator, there is still much to
do to sweep away such outmoded thinking but one
option is for him and his fellow detractors to visit an
English classroom where film is not only celebrated,
enjoyed (and, of course, studied) for its own intrinsic
artistic value but also where the knowledge of its forms
and structures can be used to improve literacy. Readers
of this journal will need no convincing of the importance
of film in inspiring English students; others have
produced some remarkable work on the use of moving
image in the English classroom (see Durran and
Morrison, 2004 amongst others). As a department that
believes fully in the place of film and media in the
teaching of English, we at Redhill School have always
turned to the use of moving image to reinforce students’
writing and, when teaching writing and the writer’s craft,
there are fantastic opportunities to combine these art
forms to remove the veil of mystery that has often
accompanied the art of writing fiction.

The following article is essentially in two parts. The first
explores the process of analysing literary texts (more
specifically, Susan Hill’s modern classic The Woman in
Black) using a structured approach based on what we
have called ‘the wall’. The second part shows how we
have been able to use this structure and, by combining it
with a study of a moving image text (the atmospheric
American Gothic of Jacques Tourneur’s classic Cat People

(1942), we have been able to improve writing. Both
sections outline how we look at the way writers and film-
makers use similar structures in the construction of texts
to create similar effects on the audience and how we use
these structures to produce our own narratives. Both
activities can stand as independent ways of getting
students to write; combined, they can offer a meaningful
exercise in ‘multi-modality’, enabling visual as well as
aural learners the chance to access stimuli material.

The Wall

Susan Hill’s classic Gothic novel The Woman in Black
(1989) offers many opportunities to explore the writer’s
craft. In her introduction to the novel, Hill herself admits
to the derivative nature of the work – and the writing
does have a formulaic quality to it. This is not a criticism:
the formula has worked for centuries, and Hill uses it to
create an iconic story that combines simplicity of plot
with atmospheric writing of breath-taking effectiveness.
To reduce English to a formula might be anathema to
some – but it can release creativity in the hitherto
restricted imagination. One particular formula we have
found useful is that of ‘the wall’. The notion is that the
structure of a narrative is like that of a wall, with words
and sentences replacing bricks and mortar, and layers of
effects being built up. So far, so abstract. Below, I show
how we apply this idea to an example of Susan Hill’s
writing (the account below looks at page 82 - 83 from
the chapter entitled ‘In the Nursery’).

During this sequence, Hill’s protagonist, Arthur Kipps,
faced with spending another night alone amidst the
haunted surroundings of Eel Marsh House, tries to take
his mind off any supernatural thoughts by turning to ‘The
Heart of Midlothian’. However, his peace of mind is
disturbed by an intermittent sound from the room above
and an overwhelming feeling that he is not alone. Fairly
general questions along the lines of: ‘How does Hill
create tension here? What language features does she
use? How does she use sentence lengths and
active/passive verbs here to build up expectation?’ can
direct students towards a linguistic analysis of the text
here. However, offering the analogy to students that

Lance Hanson is Head
of English and Media
at Redhill School,
Dudley



Using ‘the wall’ for analysing the literary
text

Using this idea of structure can allow quite a
sophisticated analysis of the literary text. Students can
quickly identify where in the narrative these different
‘layers’ of the wall appear. A novel, of course, is made up
of many of these narrative moments and this concept can
also be used to teach the way whole narratives are
structured, with their use of peaks and troughs that
culminate, ultimately, in the climactic moment that leads
to the resolution of events. However, there is clearly an
advantage to be had in dealing with smaller sections of
the narrative so that a ‘micro’ analysis of the writer’s style
can be carried out.

Firstly, the process of identifying the different elements
requires the exploration of how the writer uses language
during the different sections of the text. During the first
phase, for example, long complex sentences complete
with the passive voice and passive verbs (‘Nothing else
had happened’, ‘I was in a calm and quite unexcitable
state of mind’) and a lexical field that draws on notions
of sleep and relaxation (‘tedium’, ‘lethargy’ etc.) all
suggest the ‘false sense of security’ indicated in the first
layer of the wall structure. As the narrative progresses,
the narrator’s feeling of security is dispelled momentarily
by the ‘cold but rather beautiful light’ that disturbs his
sleep; thus, the next few layers of the wall are set in

place. The element of fear is reinforced by the narrator’s
curiosity as to ‘why [he] had awoken’ but the emphasis
placed upon description here also functions to slow
down the narrative, with the contrast of the darkness of
the room and the light from the moon being used to
suggest a disturbance within the psyche of Arthur Kipps.

The final layer of this section of the narrative is
characterised by shorter sentences and more staccato
clauses (‘Nothing else happened’, ‘I sat up, frozen, in the
bed…’). Students can also be drawn towards the use of
repetition in this section – not only of phrasing (‘no
footsteps, no creaking’) but also of individual words
(‘listening, listening’). Finally, the way the verbs become
more active (the dog ‘growled’, the narrator describes its
‘bristling’ at the door) can also be highlighted as features
that are more characteristic of this part of the narrative.
Adding these linguistic features to the diagram of the wall
enables the students to see at which part of the process
of their own writing they need to focus on style and
crafting. We’ve actually laminated A3 versions of the ‘wall’
diagram so that students can annotate these features to
help them visualise the conventions.

Writing on the wall

Analysing this sequence from Hill’s writing in this way
can be an eye-opener for many students and the next
stage is to get them to produce their own narrative

writing can be like building a wall, and that the whole
edifice will come crashing down if the structure is not in

place will begin to help them deconstruct the process.
This is where our diagram comes in handy…

Now develop ‘the fear’ – make things happen
but don’t reveal too much

Slow down the story

Offer signposts to the reader that all is not
well

Use fragments,
short sentences,
more active verbs.
Build up the pace
of your writing ...

Was that a
sound you
heard?
Something out
of the corner of
your eye?

Focus on setting
the scene; a
sense of calm;
passive verbs.

Introduce the element of fear

Provide reassurance – build a false sense of
security
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writing that builds tension in the same way. More able
students are quite keen to come up with their own
context: walking home late from school is a popular one.
In the following example of writing ‘to the wall’, Sarah in
Year 9 was able to move from the false sense of security
to the urgency of fear and trepidation.

I turned out the light and left the room, into the empty

hallway that lay in the centre of the house the two of us

shared. Silence echoed through the house as I made my way

to the lounge, where I sprawled myself across the velvety

sofas, and snuggled down to watch my favourite

programme, The Simpsons. Once The Simpsons had finished,

I flicked through the channels, in hope of finding something

that I considered to be good. But all that seemed to be on

was creepy horror films, the kind that send shivers down my

spine, and depressing storylines, stories of suicides and

bombings. Annoyed at the lack of decent telly, I turned it off

and settled down to do the daily crossword that I found in

my most recent newspaper.

That’s when I heard it. The same ghostly cries that my son

had described earlier that week, which I had put down to

the wild imagination most young boys possess. I briefly

thought about whether my son was yet asleep, but was

rapidly distracted by the idea of what could be behind the

door, the thought slowly creeping into my head. I had

previously tried to get through the door and had had no

luck in un-jamming it and I had not tried since. I made my

way over the old, wooden door, my footsteps clanking on

the cold, marble floor beneath me, and as I attempted to go

through the door, I realised I had no chance, but as my hand

touched the cold metal of the door handle, something did

not feel quite right. Why, I did not know...

…Then I heard my name being slowly whispered, but not

by a voice that I recognised. I stood there, looking around

the room that appeared to have a beige colour scheme,

although even the cream of the carpet felt cold. Nothing.

Silence.

“Simon…” There was that voice again, the voice of what

I imagined as an old woman, drained of colour and distant

from this world, but when I turned around I saw a small boy

lying on the cream carpet, no more than six months of age.

He was pale with large dark eyes, his face pasty in contrast

of [sic] the white of his outfit. He did not make a sound. I

did not know how I felt, as questions whirled around my

head. Where was his mother? I just did not understand; it

did not seem possible.

I looked back at the cot, the covers all screwed up, and

then at the toys, the toy train that was ready to follow the

track and lay in front of it, and suddenly the whole room

was overcome by a whole new atmosphere, cold and spine-

chilling. I had a sudden urge to just run out of the room,

grab my son, and leave the whole area for good. But I could

not. I looked back, expecting the boy to be lying there with

a distant stare, but instead, I just stared in disbelief at the

empty space where I knew the boy should be. I waited,

staring at the carpet, for what seemed like an eternity. But

nothing.

This is an able student responding to the task but even

she admitted that the structure enabled her to produce a
more effective piece of writing. in the next sequence of
activities, I will show how students who found creative
writing a little more challenging responded to a
combination of the structure of ‘the wall’ and a more
multi-modal approach.

Linking the structures of the written and the
moving image text

Using film sequences in creative writing lessons can help
reinforce students’ understanding of structure, pace and
tension. I have found that showing a film sequence that
also creates tension can help them make links between
the rhythms of both forms of storytelling. The famous
‘bus shot’ sequence from Jacques Tourneur’s Cat People
(1942) is a particularly effective clip (see next page), and
students can easily see how this type of moving image
text uses a similar structure to that outlined earlier in the
discussion of ‘the wall’

For those unfamiliar with the film, it tells the story of
Irena Dubrovna Reed (played by Simone Simon), a
Serbian woman who believes that she is descended from
a race of ‘Cat People’ and that her transformation into a
‘cat’ is triggered by sexual and emotional involvement, a
situation exacerbated by her recent marriage to an
American. The whole narrative deals with repressed
sexuality and fear of ‘the Other’. In this sequence, Irena
follows Alice Moore, one of her husband’s colleagues and
hence a potential rival in love, as she walks home late at
night. Alice’s relative calm is disturbed by the feeling that
she is being followed and her apprehension increases.
The sequence builds tension magnificently, with a focus
on the dark shadows and emptiness of the city streets
combined with the rapid cross-cutting between Alice and
Irena. The clip ends with the famous ‘bus-shot’ (from
which the filmic technique of creating a ‘false alarm’
takes its name): just as we expect the feral pursuer to
pounce, we hear the rushing sound of a bus’s air brakes
as it pulls into the stop. It’s a fantastic moment in film
history and it never fails to make the whole class jump!

Students, as we know, can show a remarkable degree
of awareness of the ‘grammar’ of film when explaining
how this sequence works; they can easily identify –
although not always in such technical terms – the
aforementioned cross-cutting, the empty spaces and the
silences. However, equating this with the ‘written
grammar’ that we explored in relation to Susan Hill’s
writing can be quite revealing. Thus, if we refer back to
‘the wall’, a sense of security is shown with mid-shots of
Alice looking relaxed, but the sensations of isolation and
therefore vulnerability are also connoted through the use
of the night-time setting and the lonely city streets. Rapid
cross-cutting can be seen as the visual equivalent of the
short, staccato sentences and fragments in Hill’s writing
before the pace of the film slows down again as Alice
stops and looks around. A sense of fear is developed
further as the pace of the pursuer’s footsteps increases,
but the audience is left tantalised as, instead of the
appearance of Irena as the cat-woman, we hear the
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sound of air-brakes (we think that this is the monster);
we are also relieved by the fact that the innocent Alice is
safe (it is just a bus). The director leaves us with only the
fluttering of a nearby tree, recently disturbed, to maintain
the belief that there is, in fact, something out there.

Using a film text as a starting point for writing can be a
particularly effective strategy with less able students:
frame the task by saying that they have been asked to
write the ‘book of the film’. I normally begin with a short
simple piece of writing:

She was being followed. She ran quickly but she was scared.

It was dark and she wanted to get home. She looked

around to see what was following her. She saw nothing.

Students are then asked what is effective about this (it
uses some short sentences for effect, there is some build
up of tension and it doesn’t give too much away) and
what could be improved (sentences could be more
varied, they could begin in different ways, maybe more
adjectives could be used). First attempts at re-writing this
extract, without viewing the film sequence, can be a little
stilted:

She was being followed, but she didn’t know it. Shivering

from the freezing Halloween night, she had a sudden sixth

sense, as if something was following her. She broke out into

an extreamly fast walk. She had a few quick glances, but

there was nothing.

(Jordan, Year 8: NB - spelling mistakes have been retained).

The next stage is to show students the sequence from Cat
People described above. This allows students to embed
the narrative so that the story becomes more ‘concrete’.
In addition, by using the interactive white board and
freezing the film at certain points, we can also get
students to annotate the images, offering more
sophisticated vocabulary to capture the atmosphere of the
scene. They can then develop these notes and their
understanding of the narrative into something a little

more detailed. Thus, Jordan is now able to write like this:

There was a faint pair of echoing tip-taps on the cold, wet,

concreate path. A woman appeared out of the darkness,

cloesely followed by anouther woman.

Ansoxily (anxiously) she turned round to see who or what

was following her, but she saw nothing. She increased her

pace thourgh the pitch, black night thinking that her

blindness from the shadows will diseve (deceive) her.

(Jordan , Year 8)

Back to ‘the wall’
We have already established that close analysis of written
texts, using the notion of the wall, can lead to some
effective writing. Similarly, using visual and moving
images can offer students of all abilities a way into
writing that enables them to write with more conviction.
Combining the two leads to some extremely effective
work – and I describe below how, with Jordan’s lower
ability group in Year 8, I was able to get the students to
produce writing that was a little more sophisticated.
Using a different section of the film – the other ‘classic
stalking sequence’ which takes place in a darkened
swimming pool – students first of all write down the
events as they occur in the sequence and then use the
concept of the wall to structure a more considered piece
of writing. By leading them through the process carefully,
modelling the writing and encouraging them to re-draft
when necessary, students are able to produce some
interesting writing. We posted the results on the school
portal (they loved the idea of ‘blogging ‘their homework).
Some of these are replicated below:

I walked into the hotel, cool and relaxed. A kind looking

woman on the phone reassured me, and told me where to

go. I was looking forward to relaxing in the hot, steamy

pool. I walked along eerily to the changing rooms it was

quite dark, and too quiet. Still, I felt alright and breathed

a sigh of relief. I slipped off my night gown to reveal my
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swimming costume. I walked towards the door, but

suddenly, I heard a loud snarl. So I quickly turned around to

see a jet black cat, I jumped back, weary of it. Then I

laughed out loud, reassuring myself. I walked towards the

pool, and climbed in. The warmth of the hot water hit my

tingling skin, I felt relaxed and calm. Suddenly, I saw dark

deep jet black shadows that seemed to bounce from wall to

wall, I felt quite vulnerable at that point by then. Suddenly, I

heard dark, deep voices that seemed to echo all around me,

I screamed a high pitched scream, but no-one came to me

(Lana, Year 8).

I was getting changed into my bathing costume, the

dream of having a peaceful swim was inviting. I remove my

gown, ready to get into the warm pool. The dripping noise

startled me as the room seemed to get darker and darker.

Suddenly a spitting noise came from behind a door. I

anxiously looked round, a black cat was hissing in a different

direction. I sniggered, reassuring myself in my head. The

thundering crash of the water, as I dived in sounded

amazing. I stopped, there was a noise. It went dark. I was

quickly scanning the walls. I couldn’t take my mind off the

dark shadows. I was getting tired of treading water. The

noise got louder and louder. This growl was inhuman; it

echoed and seemed to bounce from corner to corner in the

room. It was if it was

lurking in the darkness, ready to grab me. I could hear

every heartbeat, and the flow of blood that passed through

my body. Surf of relief came over me, until it began again. It

got nearer. My staccato voice seemed to panic, and scream

as high as it could get. I was screaming for help, not

knowing what to do. All of sudden the light was on, a

woman dressed in black from head to toe walked in…

(Alex (male), year 8)

Close analysis of the above examples will reveal how
they both follow structures similar to those on ‘the wall’.
A false sense of security opens both texts (‘A kind
looking woman on the phone reassured me’ and ‘the
dream of having a peaceful swim was inviting’). A sense
of apprehension is then introduced (‘it was quite dark,
and too quiet’ and ‘the dripping noise startled me’). More

active verbs are used as the pace increases (‘black
shadows … bounce from wall to wall’ and ‘I was
screaming for help ’). It is quite clear that not only have
students used the structure of ‘the wall’ but they have
also been inspired by the power of the moving image, to
produce some pretty impressive writing.

Re-writing texts from an alternative point of view by
using alternative narrators is a tradition that goes back to
the beginning of storytelling itself. It has always been at
the forefront of what we do as English teachers (the diary
entry, the additional chapter and so on) and the notion of
‘creative re-writing’ is one that has come to the fore
again, as we have seen in recent articles in both English
Drama Media and English in Education (see in particular
Bleiman, 2008 and Mackey and McClay, 2008
respectively). So, in reality, there’s nothing that new here.
However, using film in this way, by asking them to re-
cast the film as a written text, not only assists students
with the structuring of writing, giving them a narrative
underpinning to their work, but also generates real
enthusiasm, ultimately leading to some very creative
work. (One student, Kelly, in Year 8, couldn’t wait to tell
me that ‘this was the best piece of writing [she] had ever
done!”)

Of course, English teachers have always combined
moving image with the literary text. By combining a
study of structure and using generically linked, possibly
even atmospherically linked, stimulus material to elicit
analysis and discussion, I believe that this opens up the
reading and writing of imaginative texts to all types of
learner, regardless of their ability.

Lance Hanson may be contacted at l.hanson@redhill.
dudley.gov.uk

Notes

1. “I do know I used many of the elements I found in the ghost

stories I’d read and there’s no doubt that the setting of one of

my favourites – M R James’ ‘Oh Whistle and I’ll Come to You’ –

partly inspired my own”. (Susan Hill in her introduction to the

Longman edition of The Woman in Black, p. viii)


















































